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INTRODUCTION
How To Use This Index

This index continues the one published in 1983 for volumes one through forty-six, 1936-1982. It includes subjects, authors, and cases in one alphabetical arrangement. All signed articles plus selected additional ones are included. Alphabetical listings, by title, of articles dealing with particular subjects, followed by the authors' last names, the volumes, page numbers on which articles begin, and month (or quarter) and year of the Bench & Bar may be found by subject heading, as in the sample entry below:

LEGAL EDUCATION, CONTINUING
Kentucky Supreme Court adopts bridge-the-gap, by Clark 52:48 Fall '88

The article above, "Kentucky Supreme Court adopts bridge-the-gap," may be found in volume 52, page 48 of the Fall 1988 issue of the Bench & Bar. The same article may be found under the author, e.g.,

CLARK, JANIS E.
Kentucky Supreme Court adopts bridge-the-gap 52:48 Fall '88

Subject headings are sometimes subdivided:

LEGAL ETHICS - OPINIONS
or
JUDGES - ELECTIONS

Subjects are cross referenced to related topics, or to topics used in the index from one which is not:

DAMAGES See also NEGLIGENCE
or
GARNISHMENT See ATTACHMENT AND GARNISHMENT

Court cases are listed only if a substantial part of an article is devoted to them. They are incorporated in the alphabetical listing under CASES.

Portraits and photographs are indexed under names of persons or subjects and include cover portraits, authors of articles, Kentucky Bar Association presidents and counsel, Kentucky appellate court judges, and selected group
photographs. Portraits of authors who are regular contributors are indexed only once.

Examples of picture entries follow:

STEPPENS, ROBERT F.
Portrait 50:34 Fall '86

KENTUCKY SUPREME COURT
Photograph 52:Cover Wint '88

Other items included in this index are memorials and tributes listed under persons' names, legal and judicial ethics opinions, Judicial Retirement and Removal Commission decisions, court rules, and selected statistics. Legal ethics and judicial ethics opinions are listed alphabetically by the first word of the opinion under LEGAL ETHICS - OPINIONS and JUDICIAL ETHICS - OPINIONS and numerically by, for example, E-204 or JE-46, respectively.
HEADINGS USED IN THIS INDEX

ABORTION
ADMIRALTY
ADVERTISING, LAWYER
AGED
AIDS (DISEASE)
ALCOHOLISM
AMERICAN BAR ASSOC.
ANDERSON, PATRICIA E.
ANTENUPTIAL CONTRACTS
APPELLATE COURTS
APPLE, JAMES G.
ARMED FORCES
ARNZEN, MARK G.
ATTACHMENT & CARNISHMENT
"BAD NEWS BARRISTERS"
BAGBY, GLEN S.
BAKER, JOSEPH L.
BAKER, MICHAEL L.
BALLANTINE, THOMAS A., JR.
BAR ASSOCIATIONS
BAR EXAMINATIONS
BARTLETT, GREGORY M.
BENTHAL, DEEDRA
BERTELSMAN, WM. O.
BOATENG, AGVENIM
BLACKMUN, HARRY A.
BRANDEIS, LOUIS
BRIDGES, G. WAYNE
BROWN, BONNIE M.
BROWN, WILLIAM G.
BUCHANAN, RICK
BURSE, RAYMOND M.
BUSINESS
CABLE TELEVISION
CAMPBELL, JOE BILL
CAMPBELL, RUTHERFORD B.
CAPLAN, SALLY HOLT
CARRAN, ROBERT W.
CASES
CERCLA
CERIDAN, MARY Z.
CETRULO, ROBERT C.
CHAUVIN, L. STANLEY, JR.
CHENAULT, D. LARKIN
CHILD ABUSE
CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE
CHILD SUPPORT
CIVIL RIGHTS
CLARE, LISA BRIDGES
CLARK, JANIS E.
CLARY, SUSAN STOKLEY

CLAY, HENRY
CLEAVER, CATHLEEN A.
CLIENTS' SECURITY FUND
CLOONEY, RAYMOND M.
CLOSE CORPORATIONS
COLLIER, J. M.
COMBS, C. KILMER
COMBS, DAN JACK
COMMON LAW
CONNOLLY, ROBERT M.
CONSUMER PROTECTION
COOPER, KENTON J.
COOPER, SHERRY MARTIN
COOPER, THOMAS M.
COPYRIGHT
CORPORATIONS, FOREIGN
COURT OF APPEALS
COURT RULES, KENTUCKY
COURT RULES, UNITED STATES
COURTS, DUAL (FEDERAL & STATE)
COURTS, KENTUCKY
COWGILL, BRADFORD L.
COX, DONALD L.
COX, JAMES R.
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
CULLINAN, R. KEITH
CUSTODY OF CHILDREN
DAMAGES
DAMRON, JEFFREY D.
DANCE, D. CRAIG
DAVIDSON, GORDON B.
DAVIS, BRUCE K.
DAVIS, CARA H.
DAVIS, WILLIAM L.
DAWSON, THOMAS C.
DEATH & DYING
DEITZ, MERRITT S., JR.
DILILLO, VICKI G.
DISCIPLINE
DISCRIMINATION IN HOUSING
DISPUTE RESOLUTION
DIVORCE
DOMESTIC RELATIONS
DOUGHERTY, AMY E.
DRAKE, FRANKLIN
DRAMSHOP ACT (KY)
DRUG ABUSE
DRUNK DRIVING
DUBOFF, LEONARD D.
DUHN, WILLIAM R.
DURHAM, Darryl W.
DYCHE, DAVID
DYCHE, JOHN DAVID
EBERLE, TODD B.
EDUCATION
ELDRED, MARSHALL P.,
SR.
ELECTIONS
EMPLOYERS’ LIABILITY
EMPLOYMENT AT WILL
EMPLOYMENT LAW
ENGLISH, CHARLES E.
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW
EQUAL PROTECTION
ERIE DOCTRINE
ESTATE PLANNING
ESTATE SETTLEMENT
ESTERLE, MARK D.
EVIDENCE
EWING, ELLEN B.
FAIR DEBT COLLECTION
PRACTICES ACT
FARMER, LAWRENCE M.
FEDERAL COURTS
FEDERAL JUDICIARY ACT
OF 1789
FEDERAL JURISDICTION
FEES
FERRERI, THOMAS L.
"FERTILE OCTOGENARIAN"
FOREIGN TRADE PROMOTION
FOWLER, GEORGE E., JR.
FRIVOLOUS LAWSUITS
FREE PRESS & FAIR TRIAL
FREEDOM OF RELIGION
FRYMIRE, RICHARD L.
FUCHS, GREGORY C.
GANT, WILLIAM M.
GARDNER, JAMES W.
GENDER BIAS
GERHARDT, MARIAN
GILLIAM, RICHARD
DAVENPORT, JR.
GILMER, WESLEY, JR.
GIVAN, RICHARD E.
GLOVER, THOMAS H.
GORDON, JAMES F.
GRAHAM, LOUISE
GRANT, L. T.
GREAT BRITAIN
GREENE, KIMBERLY K.
GILBERT, MICHAEL H.
GILMAN, SHELDON G.
GRANT, EDWARD R.
GRIEBSMANN, DONALD A.
GWIN, ROBERT Y.
HADDAD, FRANK E., JR.
HAMMONS, MICHAEL J.
HARNED, NORMAN E. 142.
HAWSE, LIONEL A.
HAZARDOUS WASTES
HEALTH CARE SURROGATE ACT
OF KENTUCKY
HEIPLE, JAMES D.
HENLEY, DALE W.
HEYBURN, JOHN G. II
HOGE, WM. L. III
HOLCOMB, JANIE
HOOPER, MICHAEL M.
HOPSON, EDWIN S.
HOULIHAN, ROBERT F., SR.
HOUSING
HOWARD, SALLIE M.
HOWERTON, J. WILLIAM
HUELMANN, MARTIN J.
HUMOR
HUTCHENS, RAYMOND P.
ILLEGAL CHILDREN
IMMIGRATION INSURANCE
INTERNAL REVENUE CODE
INTERNATIONAL LAW
INTERPROFESSIONAL CODE
IOLTA (INTEREST ON
LAWYERS’ TRUST ACCOUNTS)
JOHNSON, LON M., JR.
JOHNSTONE, EDWARD H.
JOINER, W. JOSEPH
JONES, H. DOUGLAS
JONES, PAUL E.
JONES, T. R.
JUDGES - DISCIPLINE
JUDGES - ELECTIONS
JUDGES - PHOTOGRAPHS
JUDGES, KENTUCKY
JUDGES, U.S. DISTRICT
JUDGES, U.S. SUPREME
COURT
JUDICIAL ETHICS
JUDICIAL ETHICS -
OPINIONS
JUDICIAL RETIREMENT &
REMOVAL COMMISSION
JUDICIARY
JURY
KELLEY, LARRY G.
KENNEDY, THOMAS V.
KENTUCKY ACTS
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
UNITED STATES COURT
OF APPEALS
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATES
UNITED STATES STATUTES
U.S.F.S.P.A. (UNIFORMED
SERVICES FORMER SPOUSES
PROTECTION ACT)
UNTHANK, G. WIX
VAN STOCKUM, RONALD
R., JR.
VANCE, ROY N.
VEST, PAM
VIDEO TAPES IN COURT-
ROOM PROCEEDINGS
VOLZ, MARLIN M.
WARREN, SUSAN
WATER POLLUTION
WEBER, PAUL
WEEDMAN, PATRICIA R.
WELSH, AL

WEST, JUDY
WESTBERRY, B. M.
WESTERFIELD, REBECCA
WHITESIDE, FREDERICK W.
WHITMER, LESLIE G.
WILLS
WILSON, GROVER CLEVELAND
WREN, HAROLD G.
WINSLOW, DONALD ARTHUR
WINTERSHEIMER, DONALD C.
WITNESSES
WOMEN - EMPLOYMENT
WORKERS' COMPENSATION
WRONGFUL DEATH
WYATT, WILSON W.
YEAST, PAULA
YEWELL, DAVID L.
YODER, EDWIN M., JR.
YOUNG LAWYERS
YZENBAARD, CARYL
ABORTION
A past president's response 54:7 Spr '90
President's column, by Snyder 54:3 Wint '90
(no.1)
Protecting reproductive freedom: a fundamental
right of privacy and equality, by Greene and
Anderson 54:30 Sum '90
Letters to the editor 54:7 Wint '90 (no.4); 54:6
Spr '90; 55:7 Sum '91
The right to life: the most fundamental right, by
Cetrulo and Dougherty 54:22 Sum '90

ADimiralty
Admiralty for landlubbers, by Bertelsman 47:37
Jan '83; 47:17 Apr '83

Advertising, Lawyer
Findings of fact, by Yewell 55:3 Wint '91
Letters 54:7 Wint '90 (no.4); 54:6 Sum '90
President-elect's page, by Snyder 53:20 Spr '89
Regulation regarding use of specialty disclaimer
49:4 Fall '85
Specialization = truth in advertising
(president-elect's column) by Yewell 54:5 Wint
'90 (no.1)
Task force on lawyer advertising, by Davis 52:20
Fall '88
The view from Frankfort 50:27 Wint '85-86

Aged
Demographics and the need for services for the
elderly, by Hammons 55:7 Spr '91
Elder law committee sponsors special program
55:32 Spr '91
A handbook of legal concerns of elderly clients
49:32 Fall '85; 50:8 Spr '86; 50:56 Fall '86
Home equity conversions counseling the elderly
client, by McClure 55:13 Spr '91
Housing for low income elderly persons, by Clare
55:16 Spr '91
Legal services for the elderly: the private bar
responds to the need, by Whiteside 55:8 Spr '91
Nursing home ins and outs, by Cooper 55:18 Spr
'91
Publicly funded legal services for the elderly, by
Rosenberg 55:11 Spr '91

AIDS (Disease)
Admiral James D. Watkins lecture at University of
Louisville School of Law 53:48 Wint '89

Alcoholism See also Drug Abuse
Chemical dependency in Kentucky, by Townsend
48:19 Jan '84
The disease concept of alcoholism (excerpts), by
Ohlms 48:10 Jan '84
Impaired attorneys committee 48:16 Jan '84
The impaired lawyer--help in Kentucky 48:14 Jan '84
List of licensed alcohol and drug abuse
assessment-treatment services 48:21 Jan '84
"Professional secrets" of corporate counsel and
executive alcoholics 48:36 Jan '84
So your husband (wife) is an alcoholic (It's a
family disease) 48:28 Jan '84
Your bar or mine 48:24 Jan '84

ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION See DISPUTE RESOLUTION

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION
Chauvin as president 53:Cover Sum '89; 53:39 Fall '89; 53:42 Fall '89
1989 ABA annual meeting house of delegates
(Hawaii), by Robinson 53:42 Fall '89

ANDERSON, PATRICIA E.
Named law librarian, University of Louisville 51:
66 Fall '87
Protecting reproductive freedom: a fundamental
right of privacy and equality 54:30 Sum '90

ANTENUPTIAL CONTRACTS
Estate planning and antenuptial agreements, by
Bagby 54:12 Wint '90 (no.1)

APPELLATE COURTS See also COURT OF APPEALS; KENTUCKY
SUPREME COURT;
Appellate timetable (1983 revision), by Fowler
47:19 Jul '83
Decision-making literature (secondary authorities
cited by Kentucky Supreme Court and Court of
Appeals), by Gilmer 47:45 Jul '83
Relief for the appellate advocate (Appellate Hand-
book), by Brown 49:13 Apr '85

APPLE, JAMES G.
Examination of witnesses: a methodology for direct
examination of expert witnesses 54:10 Sum '90
Portrait 54:10 Sum '90

ARBITRATION See DISPUTE RESOLUTION

ARMED FORCES
Young lawyers to assist activated National Guard
members (Middle East conflict), by English
54:36 Wint '90 (no.4)
ARNZEN, MARK G.
An insurer's refusal to settle within policy limits--third party bad faith in Kentucky
50:12 Sum '86

ATTACHMENT & GARNISHMENT
One hit for garnishment! The new garnishment laws, by Griesmann and Sanders 53:20 Wint '89

ATTORNEYS See LAWYERS

"BAD NEWS BARRISTERS"
Paducah softball team (photo) 47:45 Jan '83

BAGBY, GLEN S.
Estate planning and antenuptial agreements 54:12 Wint '90 (no.1)
Portrait 54:13 Wint '90 (no.1)

BAKER, JOSEPH L.
Portrait 48:12 Apr '84
Title examination in Kentucky 48:12 Apr '84

BAKER, MICHAEL L.
Portrait 48:12 Apr '84
Title examination in Kentucky 48:12 Apr '84

BALLANTINE, THOMAS A., JR.
Federal Bench/Bar Liaison Committee 55:46 Sum '91
Western District of Kentucky federal bench/bar liaison committee established 53:34 Fall '89

BAR ASSOCIATIONS See also AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION;
KENTUCKY BAR ASSOCIATION
Attorneys establish Northern Kentucky Bar Association 48:26 Jul '84
Chase College of Law comprehensive alumni directory scheduled in Fall '86 49:59 Fall '85
HALT (Help Abolish Legal Tyranny), by Snyder 52:18 Fall '88
The Southern Kentucky Bar Association auxiliary hosts forty year commemoration honoring senior counsellors 53:46 Sum '89
Western District of Kentucky federal bench/bar liaison committee established, by Ballantine 53:34 Fall '89

BAR EXAMINATIONS
List of applicants to take bar exam 52:56 Wint '88; 52:35 Spr '88; 53:26 Wint '89; 53:54 Spr '89; 54:42 Wint '90; 54:36 Spr '90; 55:55 Wint '91; 55:39 Spr '91
BARTLETT, GREGORY M.
Portrait 53:27 Sum '89
The selection and election of judges in Kentucky
53:27 Sum '89

BENTHALL, DEEDRA
First woman appointed president of Kentucky
Academy of Trial Attorneys 50:44 Wint '85-86

BERTELSMA, WILLIAM O. See also FEDERAL COURTS
Admiralty for landlubbers 47:37 Jan '83;
47:17 Apr '83
Advice my father gave me (reprint of 1982 article)
55:46 Fall '91
The challenge of our Constitution 51:44 Fall '87
Civil rights: the conservative trend continues
50:39 Fall '86
The federal courts in the 21st century 54:34 Spr
'90; 54:44 Sum '90
Future trends in civil procedure 55:34 Spr '91
Impressions of Britain 53:6 Fall '89
Is there a decline in professional courtesy?
52:33 Fall '88
Mandatory sentencing is here now! 51:19 Sum '87
More on mandatory federal sentencing guidelines
52:27 Wint '88
More on Rule 11 51:25 Spr '87
More on summary jury trials 52:28 Sum '88
More on the "new era" summary judgments 54:47
Wint '90 (no.1)
The new method of serving civil process in the
federal courts 47:24 Jul '83
Portrait 47:37 Jan '83
Present status of the Erie doctrine 54:10 Wint '90
(no.4)
Pretrial and settlement conferences 48:21 Apr
'84; 48:43 Jul '84
Recent developments in §1983 litigation 53:19
Wint '83; 53:33 Spr '89; 53:7 Sum '89
Removal jurisdiction of the United States courts
47:41 Oct '83; 52:27 Spr '88
Reorganization of the United States District Court
for the Eastern District of Kentucky 49:45 Sum
'85
Rule 11 rears its ugly head 50:21 Sum '86
Rule 11 revisited 55:44 Sum '91
Significant developments in the law of summary
judgments 51:19 Wint '87
So you want to write a lawbook? 49:35 Jan '85
Some lighter moments 48:27 Jan '84
Trends in constitutional law 49:45 Fall '85;
50:41 Wint '85-86; 50:39 Fall '86
U. S. magistrates: a valuable resource 50:41 Spr
'86
Where do the federal rules come from? 55:52 Wint '91

BOATENG, AGYENIM
A lawyer as a juror: an impression 52:24 Sum '88
Portrait 52:24 Sum '88

BLACKMUN, HARRY A.
Presented Brandeis Medal at U of L 48:53 Jan '84

BRANDEIS, LOUIS
Erie Railroad v. Tompkins opinion 53:23 Spr '89
Portrait 49:21 Sum '85

BRIDGES, G. WAYNE
KBA outstanding lawyer 50:34 Fall '86
Portrait 50:34 Fall '86

BROWN, BONNIE M.
Portrait 49:13 Apr '85
Relief for the appellate advocate 49:13 Apr '85

BROWN, WILLIAM G.
Lecture series, public service projects to honor 54:35 Spr '90

BUCHANAN, RICK
The special appeals panel of the Court of Appeals of Kentucky 50:29 Fall '86

BURSE, RAYMOND M.
Appointed president of Kentucky State University (photo) 47:53 Jan '83

BUSINESS
The impact of Kentucky's present constitution upon business growth and development, by Tobergte 51:21 Sum '87

CABLE TELEVISION
The Cable Communications Policy Act of 1984: major changes for local governments and cable providers, by Snyder 49:11 Jan '85

CAMPBELL, JOE BILL
Comparison of Kentucky and North Carolina attorneys on quality of life 55:5 Fall '91
Lawyers Mutual Insurance Company of Kentucky report 50:21 Fall '86
KBA honors 1988 outstanding lawyer (photo) 52:39 Fall '88
President-elect's page 55:5 Sum '91
CAMPBELL, RUTHERFORD B.
Appointed dean of UK College of Law (portrait)
52:56 Fall '88

CAPLAN, SALLY HOLT
New dimensions in copyright: the Berne Convention
53:28 Spr '89
Portrait 53:29 Spr '89

CARRAN, ROBERT W.
Awarded National Legal Aid & Defender Association
"Reggie" (portrait) 55:47 Wint '91

CASES
Asahi Metal Industry Co. v. Superior Court of California, 480 U.S. 102 (1987) 52:14 Spr '88
Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186 (1962) 51:32 Fall '87;
55:28 Fall '91
A baker's dozen: an overview, by Ryan 47:18 Jan '83; 47:26 Oct '83
Brown v. Barkley, 628 S.W.2d 616 (1982) 51:35 Fall '87
51:32 Fall '87
City of Louisville v. Sebree, 214 S.W.2d 248 (1948) 51:35 Fall '87
Cohens v. Virginia, 19 U.S. (6 Wheat) 264 (1821)
54:14 Wint '90 (no.4)
Cruzan v. Director, Missouri Dep't. of Health, 100 S.Ct. 2841 (1990) 55:14 Sum '91
Decision-making literature, by Gilmer 47:45 Jul '83
Erie Railroad v. Tompkins, 304 U.S. 64 (1938) 53:
22 Spr '89; 54:10 Wint '90 (no.4)
Ex Parte Auditor of Public Accounts, 609 S.W.2d 682 (1980) 51:35 Fall '87
Fireman's Fund Insurance v. Sherman & Fletcher, 705 S.W.2d 459 (1986) 51:41 Wint '87
Gitlow v. New York, 268 U.S. 652 (1925) 51:74 Fall '87
Grayson Fraternal Order of Eagles, Aerie No. 3738,
Inc. v. Claywell, 736 S.W.2d 328 (1987) 53:13
Wint '89
Harvard College v. Amory, 9 Pick. 446 (3 Mass. 530) (1830) 51:16 Spr '87
Hatcher v. Meredith, 173 S.W.2d 665 (1943) 51:35
Fall '87
Hayes v. State Property & Building Commission, ("Toyoto case") 731 S.W.2d 797 (1987) 51:35 Fall '87
Hilen v. Hayes, 673 S.W.2d 713 (1984) 49:8 Jan '85
Legislative Research Commission v. Brown, 664 S.W.2d 907 (1984) 51:35 Fall '87
Manchester Insurance & Indemnity Co. v. Grundy, Ky. 531 S.W.2d 493 (1976) 50:12 Sum '86
Matthews v. Allen, 360 S.W.2d 135 (1962) 51:35 Fall '87
Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436 (1966) 51:32 Fall '87
Monell v. Dep't. of Social Services, 436 U.S. 658 (1978) 53:33 Spr '89
Recent significant opinions of the Kentucky Supreme Court, by Clary 48:22 Oct '84
Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S. 533 (1964) 55:28 Fall '91
Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973) 54:22 Sum '90; 54:30 Sum '90
"Rubber dollar theory": Matthews v. Allen, 360 S.W.2d 135 (1962) 51:35 Fall '87
Russman v. Luckett, 391 S.W.2d 694 (1965) 51:35 Fall '87
Saint Paul Mercury Indemnity v. Red Cab, 303 U.S. 283 (1938) 54:19 Wint '90 (no.4)
Sierra Club v. Morton, 405 U.S. 727 (1972) 54:5 Spr '90
Stevens v. City of Louisville, Ky., 511 S.W.2d 228 (1974) 47:17 Jan '83
A summary of significant decisions by the Supreme Court of Kentucky April 1982-April 1983, by Falmore 47:14 Jul '83
Thornburg v. Gingles, 478 U.S. 30 (1986) 55:30 Fall '91
"Toyoto case": Hayes v. State Property & Building Commission, 731 S.W.2d 797 (1987) 51:35 Fall '87
Wesberry v. Sanders, 376 U.S.1 (1964) 55:28 Fall '91
Whittington v. The Ohio River Co., 115 F.R.D. 201 (E.D. Ky. 1987) 51:25 Spr '87

CERCLA (COMPREHENSIVE ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSE, COMPENSATION, AND LIABILITY ACT)
Hazardous wastes and commercial liability insurance: are you covered? by Kennedy 54:12 Spr ’90
Lender liability for "toxic blackacre," by Gerhardt 54:16 Spr '90

CERIDAN, MARY Z.
Portrait 55:14 Sum ’91
The right to refuse unwanted health care in Kentucky 55:14 Sum ’91

CERTIFICATION See LAWYERS — SPECIALIZATION

CETRULO, ROBERT C.
The common law adversary system on trial--civil rule 11 53:23 Fall ’89
Portrait 53:24 Fall ’89
"Reopening" under the Kentucky Workers’ Compensation Act 50:28 Wint ’85-86
The right to life: the most fundamental right 54:22 Sum ’90

CHAUVIN, L. STANLEY, JR.
Biography 53:39 Fall ’89
Chairman of Chase College of Law Board of Visitors 52:29 Spr ’88
A lawyer of wit and wisdom, by Robinson 53:39 Fall ’89
Photograph 53:Cover Fall ’89
President-elect of ABA House of Delegates in Toronto 52:28 Fall ’88; 52:57 Fall ’88
Receives KBA outstanding service award 47:41 Jul ’83
Sworn in as ABA president 53:42 Fall ’89

CHENEAULT, D. LARKIN
Questions and answers about mandatory continuing legal education 48:10 Oct ’84

CHILD ABUSE
Video evidence in child abuse cases, by Preston 52:11 Spr ’88
CHILD CUSTODY  See CUSTODY OF CHILDREN

CHILD MOLESTING  See CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE

CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE
Video evidence in child sexual abuse cases, by Preston 52:11 Spr '88

CHILD SUPPORT
Strict new child support law enacted 52:41 Sum '88

CIVIL PROCEDURE  See COURT RULES, UNITED STATES

CIVIL RIGHTS  See also UNITED STATES CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
Civil rights: the conservative trend continues, by Bertelsman 50:39 Fall '86
The Fourteenth Amendment: intent and interpretation, by Tachau 51:37 Fall '87
Kentucky is a leader in fair housing enforcement, by Schwemm 52:26 Fall '88
Recent developments in §1983 litigation, by Bertelsman 53:19 Wint '89

CLARE, LISA BRIDGES
Housing for low income elderly persons 55:16 Spr '91

CLARK, JANIS E.
Appointed director for continuing legal education, KBA (photo) 51:51 Fall '87
Kentucky Supreme Court adopts bridge-the-gap 52:48 Fall '88
Reminder: ethics now required for CLE compliance 54:20 Wint '90 (no.1)

CLARY, SUSAN STOKLEY
Named court administrator for Supreme Court of Kentucky 53:36 Spr '89
Recent significant opinions of the Kentucky Supreme Court 48:22 Oct '84

CLAY, HENRY
Photo of will 54:Cover Wint '90 (no.1)

CLEAVER, CATHLEEN A.
Life and death in Kentucky: what's really at issue? 55:8 Sum '91

CLIENTS' SECURITY FUND
What you should know about the Clients' Security Fund, by Majors 54:24 Spr '90
CLOONEY, RAYMOND M.
Contingent fee contracts after January 1, 1990 54:8 Wint '90 (no.4)
Named assistant bar counsel to KBA (photo) 51:27
Sum '87; 52:18 Spr '88
Portrait 54:8 Wint '90 (no.4)

CLOSE CORPORATIONS
Squeeze-outs of minority shareholders in close corporations: new rights and new remedies? 49:28 Fall '85

COLLIER, J. M.
Property sale in estate settlement 54:31 Wint '90 (no.1)

COMBS, C. KILMER
Abstention: an expanding concept 54:14 Wint '90 (no.4)
Portrait 54:14 Wint '90 (no.4)

COMBS, DAN JACK
Biography 55:11 Wint '91
The Missouri Plan--fountainhead or fantasy? 53:16 Sum '89
Portrait 53:17 Sum '89; 55:11 Wint '91

COMMON LAW
Should we replace fiction with fact? ("fertile octogenarian" rule) 52:21 Sum '88

COMPARATIVE NEGLIGENCE See NEGLIGENCE

CONNOLLY, ROBERT M.
Is Kentucky's dramshop act a solution? 53:13 Wint '89
Portrait 53:13 Wint '89

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW See UNITED STATES CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

CONSTITUTION, KENTUCKY See KENTUCKY CONSTITUTION

CONSTITUTION, UNITED STATES See UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION

CONSUMER PROTECTION
An overview of the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act, by Damron 55:18 Sum '91

CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION See LEGAL EDUCATION, CONTINUING
COOPER, KENTON J.
Resolution honoring 54:42 Wint '90 (no.4)

COOPER, SHERRY MARTIN
Nursing home ins and outs 55:18 Spr '91
Portrait 55:18 Spr '91

COOPER, THOMAS M.
The "comp" factor in tort cases 51:14 Wint '87
Portrait 51:14 Wint '87

COPYRIGHT
New dimensions in copyright: the Berne Convention, by DuBoff and Caplan 53:28 Spr '89

CORPORATIONS, FOREIGN
The long arm goes international: personal jurisdiction over foreign corporations, by Cox 52:14 Spr '88

COURT OF APPEALS
See also APPELLATE COURTS; KENTUCKY SUPREME COURT;
The commissioners of the Kentucky Court of Appeals 1906-1976, by Palmore 55:12 Wint '91
Court of Appeals moves into new headquarters 54:38 Wint '90 (no.1)
New Court of Appeals headquarters under construction (photo) 54:38 Wint '90 (no.1)
The special appeals panel of the Court of Appeals of Kentucky, by Buchanan 50:29 Fall '86

COURT RULES, KENTUCKY
Amendment 86-1, SCR 2.111(6) and SCR 3.160(4) 50:14 Wint '85-86
Amendment 86-2, SCR 2.010(1) 50:11 Spr '86
Developments in criminal procedure: RCr 7.26, an open file discovery rule? by Plymale and McSwain 47:14 Jan '83
SCR 3.135: advertisement of legal services, by Davis 47:18 Oct '83; 52:10 Wint '88
Rule 3.830, IOLTA fund 50:14 Wint '85-86

COURT RULES, UNITED STATES
The common law adversary system on trial--civil rule 11, by Cetrulo 53:23 Fall '89
Federal rule 11: basic guidelines for avoiding sanctions, by Sutton and Luck 52:14 Sum '88
Future trends in civil procedure, by Bertelsman 55:34 Spr '91
More on rule 11, by Bertelsman 51:25 Spr '87
Rule 11 rears its ugly head, by Bertelsman 50:21 Sum '86
Rule 11 revisited, by Bertelsman 55:44 Sum '91
Where do the federal rules come from? by Bertelsman 55:52 Wint '91

COURTS, DUAL (FEDERAL & STATE)
Abstention: an expanding concept, by Combs 54:14 Wint '90 (no.4)
A calculated risk: removal of the indeterminate complaint, by Siler 54:19 Wint '90 (no.4)
Erie Railroad v. Tompkins--after fifty years, by Lenihan 53:22 Spr '89
Present status of the Erie doctrine, by Bertelsman 54:10 Wint '90 (no.4)

COURTS, KENTUCKY See also APPELLATE COURTS; COURT OF APPEALS; KENTUCKY SUPREME COURT
Court of Justice video program awarded $100,000. grant 53:24 Wint '89
The Judicial Retirement and Removal Commission: myth and reality, by Savage and Lawson 53:26 Spr '89

COWGILL, BRADFORD L.
Portrait 54:6 Wint '90 (no.1)
Spirit of innovation pervades planning for KBA convention (1990) 54:6 Wint '90 (no.1)

COX, DONALD L.
Patents--valuable business assets 52:30 Fall '88

COX, JAMES R.
The long arm goes international: personal jurisdiction over foreign corporations 52:14 Spr '88
"Squeeze-outs" of minority shareholders in close corporations: new rights and new remedies? 49:28 Fall '85

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE See also COURT RULES, UNITED STATES; EVIDENCE; SEARCHES & SEIZURES; SENTENCES; SUMMARY JUDGMENTS; TRIAL PRACTICE
Developments in criminal procedure: RCr 7.26, an open file discovery rule? by McSwain 47:14 Jan '83

CULLINAN, R. KEITH
The innate prudence of writing options against a trust portfolio 51:16 Spr '87
Portrait 51:16 Spr '87

CUSTODY OF CHILDREN See also DIVORCE
Recovery for wrongful deprivation of child custody: a civil remedy for Kentucky, by Davis and Davis 51:20 Spr '87
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DAMAGES See also NEGLIGENCE
Kentucky apportionment law: the past, the present and the future, by Huelsmann 52:19 Wint '88
Liquidated damages: uses and abuses, by Henly 47:20 Oct '83
Punitive damages in Kentucky: a discussion of recent cases, by Keys and Taliaferro 50:28 Sum '86
Punitive damages in wrongful death actions: is KRS 411.184 constitutional? by Moore 54:18 Sum '90

DAMRON, JEFFREY D.
An overview of the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act 55:18 Sum '91

DANCE, D. CRAIG
Recipient of Chase recognition award 52:38 Wint '88

DAVIDSON, GORDON B.
Outstanding lawyer (photo) 48:9 Jul '84

DAVIS, BRUCE K.
Portrait 47:13 Jul '83
Task force on lawyer advertising created by KBA board of governors 52:20 Fall '88
The view from Frankfort: bicentennial celebration of U. S. Constitution planned 51:18 Wint '87
The view from Frankfort: bicentennial of the U. S. Constitution 51:17 Fall '87
The view from Frankfort: code of professional courtesy 50:54 Fall '86
The view from Frankfort: lawyer advertising 47:18 Oct '83; 50:27 Wint '85-86
The view from Frankfort: malpractice coverage 49:20 Fall '85
The view from Frankfort: KBA conference and judicial conference 52:13 Sum '88
The view from Frankfort: SCR 3.135 (advertisement of legal services) 47:18 Oct '83; 52:10 Wint '88

DAVIS, CARA H.
Recovery for wrongful deprivation of child custody: a civil remedy for Kentucky 51:20 Spr '87

DAVIS, WILLIAM L.
Children born out of wedlock: their time has come! 49:10 Apr '85
Portrait 49:10 Apr '85
Recovery for wrongful deprivation of child custody: a civil remedy for Kentucky 51:20 Spr '87
DAWSON, THOMAS C.
Elected as fifth district representative to the Executive Committee of the National Conference of Special Court Judges 55:41 Fall '91

DEATH & DYING See also LIVING WILLS
Life and death in Kentucky: what's really at issue? by Rosenblum, Grant, and Cleaver 55:8 Sum '91

DEITZ, MERRITT S., JR.
Open letter to judges: the shirtsleeves settlement conference and how to run it 52:22 Fall '88
Portrait 52:22 Fall '88

DILILLO, VICKI G.
The Constitution: how does the separation of powers help make it work? (winning essay) 51:49 Fall '89

DISCIPLINE See also JUDGES - DISCIPLINE; JUDICIAL ETHICS; JUDICIAL RETIREMENT & REMOVAL COMMISSION; LEGAL ETHICS
Findings of fact, by Yewell 55:3 Wint '91
The Judicial Retirement and Removal Commission: myth and reality, by Savage and Lawson 53:26 Spr '89
Kentucky Bar Association disciplinary statistics 1979-1985 49:60 Fall '85
1980-1986 50:71 Fall '86
Supreme court disciplinary decisions by Hooper:
47:29 Jan '83; 47:16 Jul '83; 47:23 Oct '83; 48:45 Jan '84; 48:18 Jul '84; 49:18 Apr '85;
49:55 Sum '85; 50:40 Wint '85-86; 50:37 Spr '86; 50:43 Sum '86; 51:22 Wint '87

DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT See EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY; EMPLOYMENT LAW

DISCRIMINATION IN HOUSING
Kentucky is a leader in fair housing enforcement, by Schwemm 52:26 Fall '88

DISPUTE RESOLUTION
Implementing a successful minitrial, by Tannon 52:12 Wint '88
Open letter to judges: the shirtsleeves settlement conference and how to run it, by Deitz 52:22 Fall '88
Recent developments in commercial arbitration, by Stipanowich 52:15 Wint '88
Summary jury trial: an explanation and analysis, by Gwin 52:16 Wint '88
DIVORCE  See also  CUSTODY OF CHILDREN
Apportioning marital and non-marital interests in
a single asset, by Potter & Ewing 47:14 Apr '83
Apportioning military pensions under the Uniformed
Services Former Spouses Protection Act and Kentucky
law, by Gilbert and Wise 55:26 Wint '91
Estate planning and antenuptial agreements, by
Bagby 54:12 Wint '90 (no.1)

DOMESTIC RELATIONS  See also  CHILD ABUSE; CUSTODY OF
CHILDREN; DIVORCE
Domestic relations commissioners (Supreme Court
order) 49:12 Jan '85
Standards (KBA E-335) 53:48 Sum '89

DOUGHERTY, AMY E.
The right to life: the most fundamental right
54:22 Sum '90

DRAKE, FRANKLIN
Kentucky lawyers and the Fair Debt Collection Act
51:32 Wint '87

DRAMSHOP ACT (KENTUCKY)
Is Kentucky's dramshop act a solution? by
Connolly 53:13 Wint '89

DRUG ABUSE  See also  ALCOHOLISM
Chemical dependency in Kentucky, by Townsend
48:19 Jan '84
Cocaine and me 48:31 Jan '84
List of licensed alcohol and drug abuse
assessment-treatment services 48:21 Jan '84

DRUNK DRIVING
Is Kentucky's dramshop act a solution? by
Connolly 53:13 Wint '89

DUAL COURT SYSTEM  See  COURTS, DUAL (FEDERAL & STATE)

DUBOFF, LEONARD D.
New dimensions in copyright: the Berne Convention
53:28 Spr '89
Photo 53:29 Spr '89

DUI  See  DRUNK DRIVING

DUNN, WILLIAM R.
Presented plaque upon retirement from Court of
Appeals (photo) 51:48 Spr '87

DURHAM, DARRYL W.
Portrait 47:44 Jan '83
DYCHE, DAVID
The conduct of a highly publicized trial 47:10
Jul '83
Portrait 47:10 Jul '83

DYCHE, JOHN DAVID
The history and meaning of section 2 of the Kentucky Constitution 55:17 Fall '91
Portrait 55:17 Fall '91

EBERLE, TODD B.
Appointed associate dean for continuing legal education at UK College of Law 50:72 Fall '86

EDUCATION
Is LRE (law-related education) the cure for the public's perception of the Bar? by Shontz 55:38
Wint '91

ELDER LAW See AGED

ELDERLY See AGED

ELDERLY, LEGAL SERVICES FOR See AGED

ELDRED, MARSHALL P., SR.
Should we replace fiction with fact? ("fertile octogenarian" rule) 52:21 Sum '88

ELECTIONS See also JUDGES - ELECTIONS
IOLTA grant funds discussion on campaign finance, by Warren 54:23 Wint '90 (no.4)
Redistricting: drawing the fine lines of political representation, by Heyburn 55:28 Fall '91

EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY
Recent developments in §1983 litigation, by Bertelsman 53:19 Wint '89; 53:33 Spr '89
Trends in constitutional law (42 U.S.C. §1983) 49:45 Fall '85

EMPLOYMENT AT WILL
Wrongful discharge--whatever happened to the employment-at-will doctrine? by Hopson 49:12
Sum '85

EMPLOYMENT LAW
When are pension benefits protected from the claims of creditors? (ERISA) by Gilman 55:19 Wint '91
Working women's woes under Wimberly and their gladness under Guerra: pregnancy and employment issues, by Esterle 52:13 Spr '88
ENGLISH, CHARLES E.

ABA commission on professionalism 50:6 Fall '86
Photograph, and family lawyers 50:Cover Sum '86
Portrait 54:36 Wint '90 (no.4)
President of Kentucky Bar Association 50:7 Sum '86
Young lawyers to assist activated National Guard members (Middle East conflict) 54:36 Wint '90 (no.4)

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW See also HAZARDOUS WASTES
Hazardous wastes and commercial liability insurance: are you covered? by Kennedy 54:12 Spr '90
Lender liability for "toxic blackacre," by Gerhardt 54:16 Spr '90
Superfund in Kentucky, by Van Stockum 48:16 Jul '84
Superfund in Kentucky II, by Van Stockum 54:20 Spr '90

EQUAL PROTECTION
Children born out of wedlock: their time has come!
by Davis 49:10 Apr '85

ERIE DOCTRINE
Present status of the Erie doctrine, by Bertelsman 54:10 Wint '90 (no.4)

ESTATE PLANNING
Estate planning and antenuptial agreements, by Bagby 54:12 Wint '90 (no.1)

ESTATE SETTLEMENT
Property sale in estate settlement, by Collier 54:31 Wint '90 (no.1)

ESTERLE, MARK D.
Working women's woes under Wimberly and their gladness under Guerra: pregnancy and employment issues 52:13 Spr '88

ETHICS See JUDICIAL ETHICS; LEGAL ETHICS; MEDICAL ETHICS

EVIDENCE
A baker's dozen: an overview, by Ryan 47:18 Jan '83; 47:26 Oct '83
Evidence: undeveloped and lost, by Farmer 47:22 Apr '83
Examination of witnesses: a methodology for direct examination of expert witnesses, by Apple 54:10 Sum '90
Spoliation of evidence: omnia praesumuntur contra spoliatorem, by Hawse 54:13 Sum '90
Video evidence in child sexual abuse cases, by Preston 52:11 Spr '88

EWING, ELLEN B.
Apportioning marital and non-marital interests in a single asset 47:14 Apr '83
Portrait 47:14 Apr '83

FAIR DEBT COLLECTION PRACTICES ACT
Kentucky lawyers and the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, by Drake 51:32 Wint '87

FAMILY LAW See DOMESTIC RELATIONS

FARMER, LAWRENCE M.
Evidence: undeveloped and lost 47:22 Apr '83

FEDERAL COURTS See also JUDGES, UNITED STATES DISTRICT; and articles under author BERTELSMAN, WILLIAM O.
Abstention: an expanding concept, by Combs 54:14 Wint '90 (no.4)
Ashland--tour of U.S. District Court offices 54:38 Wint '85-86
A calculated risk: removal of the indeterminate complaint, by Siler 54:19 Wint '90 (no.4)
Federal Bench/Bar Liaison Committee, by Ballantine 55:46 Sum '91
The federal courts in the 21st century, by Bertelsman 54:34 Spr '90; 54:44 Sum '90
Portrait of a judge (Moynahan), by Dix 47:8 Oct '83
Pretrial and settlement conferences, by Bertelsman 48:21 Apr '84; 48:43 Jul '84
Removal jurisdiction of the United States courts, by Bertelsman 47:41 Oct '83
Reorganization of the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Kentucky, by Bertelsman 49:45 Sum '85
U. S. District Court of the Eastern District of Kentucky (photo) 55:9 Fall '91
U.S. District Court of the Western District of Kentucky (photo) 55:9 Fall '91
U. S. magistrates: a valuable resource, by Bertelsman 50:41 Spr '86

FEDERAL JUDGES See JUDGES, UNITED STATES DISTRICT

FEDERAL JUDICIARY ACT OF 1789
Erie Railroad v. Tompkins--after fifty years, by Lenihan 53:22 Spr '89

FEDERAL JURISDICTION
Removal jurisdiction of the United States courts,
by Bertelsman 47:41 Oct '83

FEDERAL RULES  See COURT RULES

FEES
Contingent fee contracts after January 1, 1990, by Clooney 54:8 Wint '90 (no.4)

FERRERI, THOMAS L.
Portrait 50:24 Wint '85-86
Workers' compensation: rehabilitation and the judicial dichotomy 50:24 Wint '85-86

"FERTILE OCTOGENARIAN"
Should we replace fiction with fact? by Eldred 52:21 Sum '88

FOREIGN TRADE PROMOTION
The internationalization of a law practice, by Gardner 53:33 Wint '89

FOWLER, GEORGE E., JR.
Appellate timetable (1983 revision) 47:19 Jul '83

FRIVOLOUS LAWSUITS
Rumpole of Kentucky opines 48:40 Apr '84

FREE PRESS AND FAIR TRIAL
The conduct of a highly publicized trial, by Dyche 47:10 Jul '83

FREEDOM OF RELIGION
A bicentennial note on judicial amendment of the Constitution, by Rice 51:39 Fall '87

FRYMIRE, RICHARD L.
Portrait 53:20 Fall '89
A report on lawyer professionalism 53:19 Fall '89

FUCHS, GREGORY C.
IOLTA update: interest builds 51:49 Sum '87
The Kentucky IOLTA fund 50:59 Fall '86

GANT, WILLIAM M.
Elected to Supreme Court of Kentucky (portrait) 47:52 Jan '83
Presenting Kentucky Appellate Practice Handbook to Chief Justice Burger (photo) 49:51 Fall '85

GARDNER, JAMES W.
The internationalization of a law practice 53:33 Wint '89
Portrait 53:33 Wint '89
GARNISHMENT  See  ATTACHMENT & GARNISHMENT

GENDER BIAS
Task force begins work  53:9 Fall '89
Task force to study gender bias in the legal system  53:9 Sum '89
Working women's woes under Wimberly and their gladness under Guerra: pregnancy and employment issues, by Esterle  52:13 Spr '88

GERHARDT, MARION
Lender liability for "toxic blackacre"  54:16 Spr '90
Portrait  54:16 Spr '90

GILBERT, MICHAEL H.
Appportioning military pensions under the Uniformed Services Former Spouses Protection Act and Kentucky law  55:26 Wint '91
Portrait  55:26 Wint '91

GILLIAM, RICHARD DAVENPORT, JR.
Obituary  51:51 Wint '87

GILMAN, SHELDON G.
Portrait  55:19 Wint '91
When are pension benefits protected from the claims of creditors?  55:19 Wint '91

GILMER, WESLEY, JR.
Decision-making literature  47:45 Jul '83
Portrait  47:45 Jul '83
Tenure as State Law Librarian  52:22 Spr '88

GIVAN, RICHARD E.
Portrait  51:18 Spr '87
Surgery by decree: searches on the cutting edge  51:18 Spr '87

GLOVER, THOMAS H.
Portrait  53:16 Wint '89
Tort reform: the effects of compulsory apportionment  53:16 Wint '89

GORDON, JAMES F.
Outstanding judge, 1984 (photo)  48:9 Jul '84
Portrait  48:14 Apr '84
A tradition is born, by Landrum  48:14 Apr '84

GRAHAM, LOUISE
Named "great teacher" (1989)  54:45 Wint '90 (no.1)

GRANT, EDWARD R.
Life and death in Kentucky: what's really at issue?
GRANT, L. T.
KBA awards 1988 outstanding judge honor (photo) 52:39 Fall ’88

GREAT BRITAIN
Impressions of Britain, by Bertelsman 53:6 Fall ’89

GREENE, KIMBERLY K.
Portrait 54:30 Sum ’90
Protecting reproductive freedom: a fundamental right of privacy and equality 54:30 Sum ’90

GRIESMANN, DONALD A.
One hit for garnishment! the new garnishment laws 53:20 Wint ’89
Portrait 53:21 Wint ’89

GWIN, ROBERT Y.
Summary jury trial: an explanation and analysis 52:16 Wint ’88

HADDAD, FRANK E., JR.
Portrait (president of Kentucky Bar Foundation) 50:15 Wint ’85-86

HAMMONS, MICHAEL J.
Demographics and the need for legal services for the elderly 55:7 Spr ’91
Portrait 55:7 Spr ’91

HARNED, NORMAN E.
Portrait 50:35 Spr ’86
Workers’ compensation-- an agenda for the future 50:34 Spr ’86

HAWSE, LIONEL A.
Portrait 54:13 Sum ’90
Spoliation of evidence: omnia praesumuntur contra spoliatorem 54:13 Sum ’90

HAZARDOUS WASTES See also ENVIRONMENTAL LAW; CERCLA; RCRA
Hazardous wastes and commercial liability insurance: are you covered? by Kennedy 54:12 Spr ’90
Industrial wastewater permits, by Van Stockum 49:30 Fall ’85
Kentucky potential waste sites by county (table) 54:21 Spr ’90
Proposed or listed Kentucky sites on superfund national priority list (table) 54:21 Spr ’90
Superfund in Kentucky, by Van Stockum 48:16 Jul ’84
Superfund in Kentucky II, by Van Stockum 54:20 Spr ’90

HEALTH CARE SURROGATE ACT OF KENTUCKY
55:14 Sum ’91

HEIPLE, JAMES D.
First and only Kentucky Bar member to serve on Illinois Supreme Court (photo) 55:30 Spr ’91

HENLEY, DALE W.
Liquidated damages: uses and abuses 47:20 Oct ’83
Portrait 47:21 Oct ’83

HEYBURN, JOHN G. II
Portrait 55:28 Fall ’91
Redistricting: drawing the fine lines of political representation 55:28 Fall ’91

HOGE, WILLIAM L. III
Al Welsh appointed to ABA Commission on Impaired Attorneys 52:37 Fall ’88

HOLCOMB, JANIE
Named chief deputy clerk of the Kentucky Supreme Court 54:35 Wint ’90 (no.4)

HOOPER, MICHAEL M.
Supreme Court disciplinary decisions. See DISCIPLINE

HOPSON, EDWIN S.
Portrait 49:12 Sum ’85
Wrongful discharge--whatever happened to the employment-at-will doctrine? 49:12 Sum ’85

HOULIHAN, ROBERT F., JR.
A tribute to Charles Landrum, Jr. 55:17 Wint ’91

HOUSING
Housing for low income elderly persons 55:16 Spr ’91

HOWARD, SALLIE M.
Appointed State Law Librarian to succeed Wesley Gilmer, Jr. 52:22 Spr ’88

HOWERTON, J. WILLIAM
Kentucky’s constitution: an antique in need of repair 51:34 Fall ’87
Portrait 51:34 Fall ’87; 52:Cover Fall ’88
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HUELSMANN, MARTIN J. See also LEGAL ETHICS — ADVISORY OPINIONS
Kentucky apportionment law: the past, the present and the future 52:19 Wint ’88
Portrait 47:42 Jan ’83

HUMOR
Rumpole of Kentucky opines: (frivolous lawsuits) 48:40 Apr ’84
Rumpole of Kentucky opines: justice tempered with mercy 47:36 Oct ’83
Rumpole of Kentucky opines: letter to judge, re parking citation 47:21 Apr ’83
Rumpole of Kentucky opines: letter from Michigan friend of the court 48:41 Jan ’84
Rumpole of Kentucky opines: medal of humor in Stevens v. city of Louisville, Ky., 511 S.W.2d 228 47:17 Jan ’83
Rumpole’s favorites 48:40 Oct ’84
Some lighter moments, by Bertelsman 48:27 Jan ’84

HUTCHENS, RAYMOND P.
First recipient of Chase Law School’s distinguished alumnus award (portrait) 48:43 Jan ’84

ILLEGIMATE CHILDREN
Children born out of wedlock: their time has come 49:10 Apr ’85

IMMIGRATION
Haitian refugees’ status in Kentucky, by Meyers 47:33 Oct ’83
Selecting the appropriate visa for foreign employees, by Owens 52:16 Sum ’88

IMPEACHMENT OF JUDGES See JUDICIAL RETIREMENT & REMOVAL COMMISSION

INSURANCE
Ethical problems confronting insurance defense counsel, by Kessinger 47:10 Jan ’83
In the wake of Federal Kemper: first party claims for bad faith/punitive damages, by Toner 50:23 Sum ’86
An insurer’s refusal to settle within policy limits—third party bad faith in Kentucky, by Arzen and Molloy 50:12 Sum ’86
Lawyers Mutual Insurance Company of Kentucky report, by Campbell 50:21 Fall ’85
INSURANCE, MALPRACTICE  See MALPRACTICE INSURANCE

INTERNAL REVENUE CODE  See also TAXATION
Section 269A  47:10 Apr '83
To be or not to be: that is the question for PSC's under TEFRA, by Schell and Peden  47:10 Apr '83;

INTERNATIONAL LAW
The internationalization of a law practice, by Gardner  53:33 Wint '89

INTERPROFESSIONAL CODE
Kentucky Bar Association and Kentucky Medical Association  49:16 Jan '85

IOLTA (INTEREST ON LAWYERS' TRUST ACCOUNTS)
Board of trustees announces first grant cycle  52:39 Wint '88
Court-appointed special advocate project  53:45 Wint '89
Fund grants $200,000. to public service projects, by Smith  53:27 Fall '89
IOLTA grant funds discussion on campaign finance, by Warren  54:23 Wint '90 (no.4)
IOLTA update: interest builds, by Fuchs  51:49 Sum '87
Kentucky considers lawyers' trust account interest for public good, by Roberts  48:9 Apr '84
The Kentucky IOLTA fund, by Fuchs  50:59 Fall '86
Northern Kentucky Legal Aid Society, Inc. pro bono program  53:43 Spr '89
Supreme Court rule 3.830  50:14 Wint '85-86

JOHNSON, LON M., JR.
How to increase your income, obtain more clients, serve the profession and the public--all at the same time  47:24 Oct '83

JOHNSTONE, EDWARD H.
Outstanding judge award, 1989 (photo)  53:Cover;
53:10 Sum '89

JOINER, W. JOSEPH
Portrait  50:16 Spr '86
Should Kentucky student athletes be covered by workers' compensation statutes?  50:16 Spr '86

JONES, H. DOUGLAS
Portrait  50:25 Spr '86
Preparation and presentation of the workers' compensation defense case  50:24 Spr '86

JONES, PAUL E.
Kentucky workers' compensation--disability or
JONES, T. R.
Named assistant professor of law, University of Louisville 51:66 Fall '87

JUDGES - DISCIPLINE  See also  JUDICIAL RETIREMENT & REMOVAL COMMISSION
Kentucky Law Journal sponsors constitutional symposium on impeachment and discipline of judges 52:45 Wint '88

JUDGES - ELECTIONS
Campaign committee may not sponsor raffle to raise funds (JE-46) 47:57 Oct '83
Candidate may not serve as own campaign treasurer (JE-55) 49:53 Fall '85
Candidate unopposed in primary may solicit money 120 days before primary (JE-71) 53:24 Wint '89
Candidate's campaign may accept unsolicited contributions at any time (JE-42) 47:18 Apr '83
Ethics for judicial candidates 47:62 Jan '83
Judge may not appoint his trial commissioner as campaign treasurer (JE-52) 49:26 Sum '85
Judicial elections (JE-42) 47:18 Apr '83
Judicial elections: Kentucky's other lottery, by Stephens 53:12 Sum '89
KBA commission to consider statewide evaluation of judges 53:9 Sum '89
Meet-the-candidate function may be held prior to 120 days before election (JE-42) 47:18 Apr '83
The Missouri Plan--fountainhead or fantasy? by Combs 53:16 Sum '89
Publicly advertised fundraiser may not be held prior to 120 days preceding election (JE-42) 47:18 Apr '83
The selection and election of judges in Kentucky, by Bartlett 53:26 Sum '89
Tickets sold to non-profit function 120 days prior to election (JE-42) 47:18 Apr '83

JUDGES - PHOTOGRAPHS  See also individual names of judges
Kentucky Supreme Court 47:Cover Jul '83; 52:Cover Wint '88; 53:Cover Spr '89
Twenty-seventh judicial circuit honors former judges 48:25 Oct '84

JUDGES, KENTUCKY  See also JUDGES, UNITED STATES DISTRICT; JUDGES, UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT; and under individual names of judges
Combs, biography and portrait 55:11 Wint '91
Dawson elected as fifth district representative
to the Executive Committee of the National Conference of Special Court Judges 55:41 Fall '91
Dunn presented plaque upon retirement from Court of Appeals (photo) 51:48 Spr '87
Ewing, portrait 47:14 Apr '83
Four new justices elected (Vance, Gant, Leibson, Wintersheimer) 47:52 Jan '83
Gant elected to Supreme Court of Kentucky (portrait) 47:52 Jan '83
Gant presenting Kentucky Appellate Practice Handbook to U.S. Chief Justice Burger (photo) 49:51 Fall '85
Gordon, outstanding judge 1984 (photo) 48:9 Jul '84; Portrait 48:14 Apr '84; A tradition is born, by Landrum 48:14 Apr '84
Howerton, portrait 51:34 Fall '87; 52:Cover Fall '88
Johnstone, outstanding judge award (photo) 53:Cover; 53:10 Sum '89
Kentucky Supreme Court photographs 47:Cover Jul '83; 52:Cover Wint '88; 53:Cover Spr '89
Lambert, biography and portrait 55:10 Wint '91
Leibson, biography and portrait 55:10 Wint '91
Leibson elected to Supreme Court of Kentucky (portrait) 47:52 Jan '83
Lively, outstanding judge 1987 51:53 Fall '87; Portrait 51:32 Fall '87
Meigs receives KBA outstanding service award 47:41 Jul '83
Palmore retirement from Supreme Court 47:24 Apr '83
Reynolds, biography and portrait 55:10 Wint '91
Ryan, portrait 47:18 Jan '83
The selection and election of judges in Kentucky, by Bartlett 53:27 Sum '89
Spain, outstanding judge 1985 49:18 Sum '85; biography and portrait 55:10 Wint '91
Stephens, Robert F., American Judiciary Society award 48:24 July '84; Begins third term as Chief Justice 55:8 Wint '91; Biography 51:11 Wint '87; 55:11 Wint '91; Elected to Conference of Chief Justices 54:35 Wint '90 (no.4); KBA outstanding judge 50:34 Fall '86; Photo 51:Cover Wint '87; Portrait 50:34 Fall '86
Sternberg retirement from Supreme Court 47:24 Apr '83
Swinford lecture: remarks of Sandra D. O'Connor (Kentuckians on U.S. courts) 49:20 Sum '85
Twenty-seventh judicial circuit honors former judges (photo) 48:25 Oct '84
Vance elected to Supreme Court of Kentucky (portrait) 47:52 Jan '83
West, Kentucky Court of Appeals (photo) 51:31 Sum '87; Tribute and portrait, by Lester 55:24 Spr '91
Westerfield, Kentucky Bar Center award (photo)  53:Cover;  53:10 Sum '89
Wintersheimer elected to Supreme Court of Kentucky (portrait)  47:52 Jan '83;  Biography and portrait  55:10 Wint '91

JUDGES, UNITED STATES DISTRICT
Portrait of a judge (Bernard Moynahan), by Dix  47:8 Oct '83
A tradition is born (James F. Gordon), by Landrum  48:14 Apr '84
Unthank and Reed assume senior judge status  53:22 Wint '89

JUDGES, UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT
Blackmun presented Brandeis medal at U of L  48:53 Jan '84
Brandeis, Louis, portrait  49:21 Sum '85
Gant presenting Kentucky Appellate Practice Handbook to Chief Justice Burger (photo)  49:51 Fall '85
McReynolds, James: portrait  49:21 Sum '85
Reed, Stanley: portrait  49:21 Sum '85
Rehnquist delivers Swinford lecture at UK  47:39 Jan '83
Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia speaks to Fellows (KBF) (photo)  52:53 Fall '88
Swinford lecture: remarks of Sandra D. O'Connor (Kentuckians on U.S. Supreme Court)  49:20 Sum '85

JUDICIAL ELECTIONS  See JUDGES - ELECTIONS

JUDICIAL ETHICS
Ethics for judicial candidates  47:62 Jan '83

JUDICIAL ETHICS - OPINIONS  See also LEGAL ETHICS
Apr '83;  JE-46  47:57 Oct '83;  JE-48  48:19
Apr '84;  JE-49, JE-50  49:22 Jan '85;  JE-52, JE-54  49:26 Sum '85;  JE-55  49:53 Fall '85;
JE-56  50:30 Wint '85-86;  JE-57  50:39 Spr '86;
JE-58  50:55 Fall '86;  JE-60  51:45 Spr '87;
JE-61  51:26 Sum '87;  JE-62  51:60 Fall '87;
JE-63  52:29 Wint '88;  JE-65  52:17 Spr '88;
JE-67, JE-68  52:27 Sum '88;  JE-66  52:66 Fall '88;  JE-70, JE-71  53:26 Wint '89;  JE-72,
JE-74, JE-75  53:50 Spr '89;  JE-76, JE-77, JE-78  54:45 Sum '90;  JE-79  54:39 Wint '90 (no.4)

Assistant county attorney may not serve as domestic relations commissioner (JE-76)  54:45
Assistant county attorney may not hold office of domestic relations commissioner (JE-79) 54:39
Wint '90 (no.4)
Attorney stockholder in a bank, as master commissioner, is disqualified from handling foreclosure suits involving that bank (JE-56) 50:30 Wint '85-86
Campaign committee of judicial candidate may not sponsor a raffle to raise campaign funds (JE-46) 47:57 Oct '83
Candidate for district judge may not serve as his own campaign treasurer nor of a political committee organized to support his candidacy (JE-55) 49:53 Fall '85
Candidates for judicial office questioning opponent's experience; participation in forum; discussion of candidate's qualifications to show good character and responsibility (JE-62) 51:60 Fall '87
A candidate or a candidate's campaign may accept unsolicited contributions at any time (JE-42) 47:18 Apr '83
Circuit judge may not continue on Transit Authority of River City board (JE-65) 52:17 Spr '88

Definition of "personally" in SCR 5.060 (JE-44) 47:48 Apr '83
Definition of "solicit" as used in Canon 7 (JE-42) 47:18 Apr '83
District judge is required to disqualify himself in a juvenile case in which his wife, as a social worker and employee of the Cabinet of Human Resources, will be a witness (JE-57) 50:39 Spr '86
District judge may not serve on task force which derives funds from defendants placed in court's diversion program (JE-40) 47:32 Jan '83
Domestic relations commissioner may campaign for constitutional amendment (JE-77) 54:45 Sum '90
Judge changing name to "Judge John Doe" so it may be printed that way on the ballot (JE-72) 53:50 Spr '89
Judge disqualifying himself in cases in which ex-wife is primary witness; judge sitting on group home board (JE-69) 52:66 Fall '88
Judge may not appoint his trial commissioner as campaign treasurer (JE-52) 49:26 Sum '85
Judge may not be member of a political club (JE-39) 47:31 Jan '83
Judge may not serve on advisory board of local financial institution (JE-67) 52:27 Sum '88
Judge may not voluntarily serve as expert witness (JE-75) 53:50 Spr '89
Judge may write a letter of recommendation for student seeking to enter law school (JE-74) 53:50 Spr '89
Judge should disqualify himself in a proceeding in which his impartiality might be questioned (JE-63) 52:29 Wint '88
Judicial candidate unopposed in primary may solicit money 120 days before primary election (JE-71) 53:24 Wint '89
Master commissioners and their law partners may practice before the judge of the court but the law partners may not practice before the master commissioner (JE-61) 51:26 Sum '87
Master commissioner appointed as domestic relations commissioner when his name is associated with local law firm (JE-68) 52:27 Sum '88
Master commissioner handling foreclosure action for one bank may ethically appoint as appraisers persons who are officers or directors of a competitive bank (JE-56) 50:30 Wint '85-86
Master commissioner may not sell property belonging to his clients when he did not represent clients in foreclosure action in which commissioner was involved (JE-70) 53:24 Wint '89
Master commissioner or domestic relations commissioner of circuit court may not hold political party office nor be candidates in primary or general election (JE-58) 50:55 Fall '86
May a recently elected circuit judge who has presided in the same area for five years, preside as circuit judge in criminal cases in which he handled matters as district judge? (JE-60) 51:45 Spr '87
May a sitting judge be a minority stockholder in a corporation that owns real estate which is leased to the state of Kentucky? Qualified yes. (JE-50) 49:22 Jan '85
May judge disqualify himself in proceeding in which his first cousin is a lawyer? No, unless special circumstance raises question of impartiality (JE-48) 48:19 Apr 84
May a non-profit function for which tickets are sold to defray cost be held prior to the 120-day period preceding the election? Qualified yes. (JE-42) 47:18 Apr '83
May district judge serve as director of local bank? Qualified yes. (JE-78) 54:45 Sum '90
May partner of district court trial commissioner practice in that court? (JE-44) 47:49 Apr '83
A "meet-the-candidate" function may be held prior to the 120-day period before the election (JE-42) 47:18 Apr '83
Member of law firm becomes judge: percentage of fees from firm, disqualification in litigation by firm, name deleted from firm name (JE-41) 47:32 Jan '83

A publicly advertised fundraiser may not be held prior to the 120-day period preceding the election (JE-42) 47:18 Apr '83

Spouse of judge is not bound by canons of judicial ethics (JE-50) 49:22 Jan '85

Trial commissioner may not use as private law office his office in the courthouse (JE-54) 49:26 Sum '85

Where a member of a law firm is a master commissioner of a circuit court, does the fact that another member of the firm who represents either the plaintiff or the defendant in the action, preclude the master commissioner from selling the property where his only act is to advertise and sell the real estate? Yes. (JE-49) 49:22 Jan '85

JUDICIAL RETIREMENT AND REMOVAL COMMISSION

The Judicial Retirement and Removal Commission: myth and reality, by Savage and Lawson 53:26 Spr '89

Private reprimand 50:10 Wint '85-86; 53:56,57 Spr '89; 54:33 Wint '90 (no.1)

Public censure: Ronald E. Butler, Sr. 50:17 Sum '86

Public censure: James C. Carter 47:16 Jul '83

Public censure: Olin Estes 50:33 Fall '86

Public censure: Wayne W. Fitzgerald 50:17 Sum '86

Public censure: Thomas F. Hardesty 49:44 Jan '85

Public censure: Robert D. Hawkins 47:23 Jul '83; 49:44 Jan '85

Public censure: Thomas E. McDonald 54:41 Wint '90 (no.4)

Public censure: James Henry Noble 49:24 Sum '85

Public censure: Phillip R. Warf 53:49 Sum '89

Public reprimand: Wayne W. Fitzgerald 54:46 Sum '90

Public reprimand: F. Byrd Hogg 52:24 Fall '88

Suspension: John Paul Moore 55:26 Spr '91

Suspension: Samuel C. Long 47:28 Oct '83

JUDICIARY See also JUDGES

Findings of fact (judicial evaluation), by Yewell 55:3 Wint '91

To keep pace, we must act rather than react, by Stephens (speech) 48:11 Apr '84

JURISDICTION See COURTS, DUAL (FEDERAL & STATE); FEDERAL JURISDICTION
JURY
A lawyer as a juror: an impression, by Boateng 52:24 Sum '88

JUSTICES, KENTUCKY  See JUDGES, KENTUCKY
JUSTICES, UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT  See JUDGES, UNITED STATE SUPREME COURT

KELLEY, LARRY G.
Towards a simplified real estate titles code for Kentucky 52:26 Spr '88

KENNEDY, THOMAS V.
Hazardous wastes and commercial liability insurance: are you covered? 54:12 Spr '90
Portrait 54:12 Spr '90

KENTUCKY ACTS
(House Bill 553). When are pension benefits protected from the claims of creditors? by Gilman 55:19 Wint '91

KENTUCKY APPELLATE HANDBOOK
Relief for the appellate advocate, by Brown 49:13 Apr '85

KENTUCKY BAR ASSOCIATION  See also AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION; BAR ASSOCIATIONS; BAR EXAMINATIONS
Annual convention announcement 55:20 Spr '91
Annual meeting 1991 55:22 Sum '91
Applicants to take bar exam 52:56 Wint '88; 52:35 Spr '88; 53:26 Wint '89; 53:54 Spr '89; 54:42 Wint '90 (no.1); 54:36 Spr '90
Audit report 47:10 Oct '83; 47:28 Oct '84; 49:11 Fall '85; 50:11 Fall '86; 51:8 Fall '87; 52:8 Fall '88; 53:10 Fall '89; 54:43 Wint '90 (no.4); 55:49 Fall '91
Bar surveys authorized 47:3 Jan '83
Board of governors, photo (1985-'86) 50:Cover Wint '85-86; 1986-87 51:Cover Spr '87; 1987-88 52:Cover Wint '88; 53:Cover Wint '89; 54:8 Spr '90; 55:Cover Spr '91
Commission plans to consider statewide evaluation of judges 53:9 Sum '89
Dedication of environs (Kentucky Bar Center), Sept. 16, 1983 48:52 Jan '84
Disciplinary statistics.  See DISCIPLINE
Dues (The View from Frankfort, by Davis) 49:16 Apr '85
Economic and opinion survey highlights (1983) 48:12 Jul '84
Ethics opinions.  See LEGAL ETHICS - OPINIONS
Interprofessional code 49:16 Jan '85
Past presidents of Kentucky Bar Association 1934-1988 54:8 Wint '90 (no.1)

Razor, (Ellen) named director of communications 55:41 Sum '91

Senior counsellors recognized at membership luncheon (photo) 48:53 Jul '84

Senior Lawyers Section established, by Wren 55:48 Wint '91

Spirit of innovation pervades planning for KBA convention (1990), by Cowgill 54:6 Wint '90 (no.1)

Staff members 55:5 Spr '91

What in the world is the Kentucky Bar Association? by Long 51:9 Sum '87

What you should know about the Clients' Security Fund, by Majors 54:24 Spr '90

Where are the women and minorities? (letter) 54:6 Sum '90

KENTUCKY BAR FOUNDATION

Awards $31,000. to public service projects 55:25 Sum '91

Focus on literacy, by Smith 53:32 Fall '89

Foundation activities jeopardized by low income 55:25 Sum '91

New format 49:10 Sum '85

Open letter from Frank E. Haddad, Jr. 50:15 Wint '85-86

Projects funded 54:10 Wint '90 (no.1)

Promoting justice and understanding of the law, by Smith 53:49 Spr '89

Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia speaks to Fellows (photo) 52:53 Fall '88

To offer law office staff training seminars 55:27 Spr '91

KENTUCKY BENCH & BAR

Staff (photo) 49:Cover Fall '85

KENTUCKY CONSTITUTION See also KENTUCKY HISTORY; LEGAL HISTORY; UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION
First the judicial article, now the executive article, by Snyder 53:43 Fall '89

Community forum highlights need for constitutional reform 53:44 Wint '89

Focus on Kentucky’s constitution, by Snyder 53:8 Wint '89

The history and meaning of section 2 of the Kentucky Constitution, by Dyche 55:17 Fall '91

The impact of Kentucky’s present constitution upon business growth and development, by Tobergte 51:21 Sum '87

Kentucky in the Constitutional era, by Klotter 51:29 Fall '87

Kentucky’s constitution: an antique in need of
repair, by Howerton 51:34 Fall '87
Reform by amendment, by Wyatt 55:24 Fall '91

KENTUCKY COURT OF APPEALS See COURT OF APPEALS

KENTUCKY HISTORY
The Fourteenth Amendment: intent and interpretation, by Tachau 51:37 Fall '87
The history and meaning of the Kentucky Constitution, by Dyche 55:17 Fall '91
Kentucky in the Constitutional era, by Klotter 51:29 Fall '87

KENTUCKY JUDGES See JUDGES, KENTUCKY; JUDGES, UNITED STATES DISTRICT; JUDGES, UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT; and under individual names of judges or justices

KENTUCKY LAW JOURNAL
Cited by courts and other law journals 54:46 Wint '90 (no.1)
Sponsors constitutional symposium on impeachment and discipline of judges 52:45 Wint '88

KENTUCKY LIVING WILL ACT
55:14 Sum '91

KENTUCKY MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
Interprofessional code 49:16 Jan '85

KENTUCKY PRACTICE
So you want to write a lawbook? by Bertelsman 49:35 Jan '85

KENTUCKY REVISED STATUTES
249.080 53:13 Wint '89
311.622-311.644 55:14 Sum '91
342. 50:20, 34 Spr '86; 50:18 Sum '86
342.620 (1) 52:29 Fall '88
342.710 50:24 Wint '85-86
249.080 53:13 Wint '89
389. 54:32 Wint '90 (no.1)
394., 395. 54:16 Wint '90 (no.1)
395. 54:31 Wint '90 (no.1)
403.190 47:14 Apr '83
411.184 54:18 Sum '90
413.120 51:11 Sum '87
417.045-.240 52:15 Wint '88
454.040 53:16 Wint '89

KENTUCKY STATE BAR ASSOCIATION See KENTUCKY BAR ASSOCIATION
KENTUCKY SUPREME COURT  See also APPELLATE COURTS; COURT RULES; COURT OF APPEALS; COURTS, KENTUCKY

Biographies and portraits of justices 55:11 Wint '91
Four new justices elected (Vance, Gant, Leibson, Wintersheimer) 47:52 Jan '83
Order establishing procedures for appeals in which videotapes of circuit court proceedings serve as record on appeal 49:21 Fall '85
Photograph 47:Cover Jul '83; 52:Cover Wint '88; 53:Cover Spr '89
A summary of significant decisions by the Supreme Court of Kentucky April 1982-April 1983, by Palmore 47:14 Jul '83

KESSINGER, BEN L., JR.
Ethical problems confronting insurance defense counsel 47:10 Jan '83
Portrait 47:10 Jan '83

KEYS, ALICE GAILEY
Portrait 50:29 Sum '86
Punitive damages in Kentucky: a discussion of recent cases 50:28 Sum '86

KLOTTER, JAMES C.
Kentucky in the Constitutional era 51:29 Fall '87
Portrait 51:29 Fall '87

KRAUSS, GENE

LABOR LAW  See EMPLOYMENT LAW

LAEMMLE, PHILIP
Portrait 51:10 Spr '87
Rating lawyer competence 50:10 Spr '87

LAMBERT, JOSEPH E.
Biography 55:10 Wint '91
Portrait 55:10 Wint '91

LAMPE, STUART E.
Receives U of L Grauman award 53:54 Sum '89

LANDRUM, CHARLES, JR.
Portrait 47:7 Jan '83; 55:17 Wint '91
A tradition is born (retirement of Judge James F. Gordon) 48:14 Apr '84
A tribute to Charles Landrum, Jr., by Houlihan 55:17 Wint '91

LAW DAY
Chief Justice Stephens addresses Bullitt Central High School on Law Day 47:48 Oct '83
LAW OFFICE MANAGEMENT  See also PRACTICE OF LAW
Practice tips, by Reeves 47:29 Apr '83; 47:17 Jul '83; 48:39 Apr '84
The standardization of the law office, by Reeves 50:24 Fall '86

LAW PRACTICE  See  PRACTICE OF LAW

LAW SCHOOLS
Ashland Oil challenge to net UK law school $450,000. 53:52 Sum '89
Brown, Todd & Heyburn first law firm to endow UK College of Law professorship 53:58 Fall '89
Faculty works on practice aids: new board elected (UK law alumni news) 49:62 Fall '85
Henry L. Stephens appointed interim dean of Chase College of Law 49:54 Sum '85
Mentor program established at University of Louisville School of Law 52:44 Spr '88
Mineral law center established at UK 47:30 Apr '83
Stites and Harbison establishes scholarship at University of Kentucky College of Law 52:51 Spr '88
Supreme Court Justice Rehnquist delivers Swinford lecture at UK 47:39 Jan '83
Two appointments made to UK faculty (Sherwin and Maclin) 50:47 Wint '85-86
University of Kentucky moot court team places second in the nation 53:48 Spr '89
University of Louisville reunion, class of 1933, 1958, 1973 (photos) 47:51 Oct '83
University of Louisville School of Law dedicates new buildings, by Wallbaum 48:28 Apr '84
Wyatt, Tarrant & Combs gives UK College of Law $85,000 for endowed professorship 55:46 Wint '91

LAWRENCE, WILLIAM W.
Portrait 47:7 Jul '83; 47:Cover Oct '83
Should the Federal Trade Commission set the standards for the practice of law? 48:9 Jan '84

LAWS AND PROGRAMS FOR ELDERLY KENTUCKIANS
Published by KBA Special Committee on Legal Concerns of Elderly Clients 49:32 Fall '85

LAWSON, JAMES D.
The Judicial Retirement and Removal Commission: myth and reality 53:26 Spr '89
Portrait 53:26 Spr '89

LAWSON, ROBERT G.
Outstanding service award 1987 51:53 Fall '87
LAWYER ADVERTISING  See ADVERTISING, LAWYER;  LEGAL ETHICS - OPINIONS

LAWYER REFERRAL SERVICE
How to increase your income, obtain more clients, serve the profession and the public—all at the same time, by Johnson 47:24 Oct '83
Kentucky map: statewide referral program 47:55 Jan '83

LAWYERS - CERTIFICATION  See LAWYERS - SPECIALIZATION

LAWYERS - COMPETENCY
Rating lawyer competence, by Laemmle and Weber 51:10 Spr '87

LAWYERS - MALPRACTICE  See MALPRACTICE INSURANCE

LAWYERS - PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT  See also LEGAL ETHICS
ABA Commission on Professionalism, by English 50:6 Fall '86
Code of professional courtesy, by Davis 50:54 Fall '86
Is there a decline in professional courtesy? by Bertelsman 52:33 Fall '88
President-elect's page, by Campbell 55:5 Sum '91
Professionalism, by Underwood 53:35 Fall '89
A report on lawyer professionalism, by Frymire 53:19 Fall '89

LAWYERS - SPECIALIZATION
Findings of fact, by Yewell 55:3 Wint '91
Guidelines for certification of specialists in Kentucky 51:13 Spr '87
Report on specialization, by Savage 47:40 Jan '83

LAWYERS, IMPAIRED  See also ALCOHOLISM;  DRUG ABUSE
Al Welsh appointed to ABA Commission on Impaired Attorneys, by Hoge 52:37 Fall '88

LEATHERMAN, LARAMIE L.
Endows professorship at UK College of Law (portrait) 53:48 Spr '89

LEGAL AID  See  LEGAL ASSISTANCE TO THE POOR

LEGAL ASSISTANCE TO PRISONERS
Letter 47:8 Jul '83

LEGAL ASSISTANCE TO THE POOR
Findings of fact, by Yewell 55:3 Wint '91
Pro bono resolution adopted 53:35 Spr '89
The Fayette County Bar Association pro bono project—a success story, by Lovely 49:34
Fall '85
IOLTA fund grants $200,000. to public service projects, by Smith 53:27 Fall '89
James D. Moyer's pro bono program recognized in Barrister 54:35 Wint '90 (no. 4)
Northern Kentucky Legal Aid Society, Inc. pro bono program and IOLTA grant 53:43 Spr '89
Nursing home ins and outs, by Cooper 55:18 Spr '91
True public service (pro bono), by Yewell 53:5 Fall '89

LEGAL ASSISTANTS See PARALEGALS

LEGAL EDUCATION, CONTINUING
CLE commission and staff contribute to Kentucky lawyers, by Russell 55:5 Wint '91
Kentucky Supreme Court adopts bridge-the-gap, by Clark 52:48 Fall '88
President's survey generates commission's involvement 55:31 Sum '91
Questions and answers about mandatory continuing legal education, by Chenault 48:10 Oct '84
Supreme Court to hold public hearings 47:3 Apr '83
The view from Frankfort, by Davis 47:13 Jul '83; 48:11 Jul '84

LEGAL ETHICS See also DISCIPLINE; JUDICIAL ETHICS
Ethical problems confronting insurance defense counsel, by Kessinger 47:10 Jan '83
Ethics committee reorganization 50:48 Sum '86
Findings of fact, by Yewell 55:3 Wint '91
Interprofessional code 49:16 Jan '85
New ethics hotline: proposed rule, by Underwood 55:38 Spr '91
New ethics requirement adopted by the Supreme Court 53:39 Sum '89
President's page (English) 50:6 Fall '86
Reminder: ethics now required for CLE compliance, by Clark 54:20 Wint '90 (no. 1)

LEGAL ETHICS - ADVISORY OPINIONS
LEGAL ETHICS - OPINIONS

Assistant county attorney or partner may not represent a person on a civil matter who is simultaneously being prosecuted in state court for an unrelated criminal offense (E-291) 49:54 Jan '85

Attorney in private practice may not represent criminal defendant in circuit court of same county (E-305) 49:43 Sum '85

Attorney may not arrange for medical expert testimony through organization that charges a contingent fee (E-276) 48:47 Jan '84

Attorney may not charge a fee to a physician who is paid out of a client's settlement with an insurer or third party if the physician was not notified of the attorney "working on its behalf" (E-327) 52:20 Wint '88

Attorney may not enter an agreement to prepare wills for the primary clients (insured persons) of an insurance agency, at its expense (U-40) 49:43 Apr '85

Attorney may not practice under a trade name (E-302) 49:40 Sum '85

Attorney may not split insurance commissions with other title examiners (E-295) 49:44 Apr '85

Attorney may not suggest that a client secretly record 'phone conversations with other persons (E-289) 49:51 Jan '85

Attorney may not withdraw from funds received from third parties an amount due for fees and expenses when such fees are in dispute and the client does not agree to such withdrawals (E-292) 49:55 Jan '85

Attorney may not write letter to individual whom the attorney has identified as in need of legal services (E-310) 50:32 Wint '85-86

Attorney or layman-organized court service to provide courier and filing services may not also obtain court dates, and appear at motion dockets and calendar calls (U-41) 50:71 Fall '86

Attorney representing both sides in divorce and other matters (E-290) 49:52 Jan '85

Attorney representing government department may not prevent his non-government opponent from contacting all employees of the government department outside the presence of the government attorney (E-332) 52:65 Fall '88

Attorney seeking documents from non-party by
subpoena other than duces tecum (E-304 amended)  
52:40 Sum '88
Attorney who is chairman of mental health  
association that provides counseling may not  
represent husband when divorce is outcome of  
counseling (E-307) 49:47 Fall '85
Attorney who retires may not sell the right to  
his/her clientele or the goodwill of his  
practice to a lawyer with whom he is not  
associated (E-324) 51:59 Fall '87
Attorneys may form legal research service (E-318)  
51:44 Spr '87
Attorneys sharing office space with prosecutors  
(E-322) 51:33 Sum '87
Bank may distribute forms for "living wills" (U-44)  
55:54 Wint '91
Bar association may conduct a judicial poll  
(E-278) 48:49 Jan '84
Billing time by paralegal (E-303) 49:40 Sum '85
Commonwealth attorney may represent a party in a  
contested custody matter where no criminal  
warrants have been issued (E-294) 49:42 Apr '85
A county judge-executive may not practice the  
defense of a criminal law case (E-273) 47:53  
Oct '83 (Later rescinded: See 48:47 Jan '84)
Defense attorney in criminal proceeding may not  
secretly record conversations with client,  
attorneys, judges, the public or public  
officials, when said persons are not witnesses  
in that proceeding but may secretly record con­  
versations with witnesses of said proceeding (E-279) 48:45 Apr '84
Disposition of lawyer's closed or dormant files  
(E-300) 49:45 Apr '85
An ex-judge presently in private practice may not  
represent a party whose case the judge ruled on  
the merits of as judge (E-287) 48:30 Jul '84
Filing a financial settlement in an estate by a  
certified public accountant constitutes the  
unauthorized practice of law (U-39) 49:50 Jan  
'85
Firm may not add to its letterhead the name of a  
deceased relative, nor a disabled lawyer, who  
have not practiced with the firm (E-319) 51:32  
Sum '87
Individual, not an attorney, may not prepare and  
file petitions, orders, and documents in dis­  
trict court on behalf of an estate, without the  
assistance of an attorney (U-37) 47:27 Jul '83
Jurisdiction of the ethics committee (E-297)  
49:44 Apr '85
Justice Center ethical? Yes (E-329) 52:39 Sum  
'88
KBA E-273 rescinded 48:47 Jan '84
Kentucky attorney may not enter into a referral attorney agreement with a for-profit referral service (E-313) 50:70 Fall '86
Kentucky lawyer may not ethically subscribe to the "talking yellow pages" (E-309) 50:32 Wint '85-86
Kentucky lawyer may not privately practice law under a trade name (E-338) 54:47 Sum '90
Kentucky lawyers may not participate in divorce mediation (E-335) 53:47 Sum '89
Law office may place firm's nameplate on post used by other businesses in the area (E-320)
51:32 Sum '87
Lawyer-client relationship 51:43 (E-316) 51:43 Spr '87
Lawyer may have a lighted law office sign (E-285) 48:49 Apr '84
Lawyer may have the "scales of justice" on his professional card and letterhead (E-286)
48:49 Apr '84
Lawyer may limit representation of pro se plaintiff to initial pleadings; legal services organization may prepare handbooks with forms of pleading and practice for pro se use (E-343) 55:36 Spr '91
Lawyer may not delegate task of taking depositions to a non-admitted law school graduate or other lay-assistant (E-341) 55:36 Spr '91
Lawyer may provide "second opinion" to person already represented by counsel (E-325) 51:59 Fall '87
Lawyer representing commercial creditors in collection cases on contingent fee basis may not agree to advance litigation expenses without the clients having any liability to repay the advances (E-342) 55:36 Spr '91
Lawyer who is a member of the Kentucky Lawyer Referral Service may ethically participate in that organization's plan to fund its expense (E-288) 49:50 Jan '85
A lawyer who is employed under contingent contract but discharged without cause before completion of the contract may claim a portion of the former client's recovery upon successful litigation. Qualified yes (E-269) 47:26 Jul '83
A lawyer who represented a criminal defendant may not later represent the victim of that criminal's acts in action before Crime Victims' Compensation board (E-271) 47:27 Jul '83
Lawyer who represents a state agency on a personal service contract may not at the same time represent an individual against the agency in an unrelated matter (E-281) 48:46 Apr '84
Legal research corporation may not offer Kentucky
attorneys service to cover routine depositions and hearings (E-328) 52:64 Fall '88
Letterhead of one firm affiliated with another (E-311) 50:33 Wint '85-86
Liability insurance carrier instructs defense counsel to limit defense to minimize insurer's costs (E-331) 52:64 Fall '88
A local bar association may have television program, "What's the Law?" (E-270) 47:27 Jul '83
Manager of rental real estate, not a lawyer, may not prepare and file a writ of forcible detainer nor testify at hearing (U-38) 47:49 Jul '83
May attorney for defendant in criminal case ethically argue as a ground for reversal that he has rendered ineffective assistance of counsel to the defendant? Qualified no (E-321) 51:32 Sum '87
May attorney operate consulting business that disseminates legal information through training sessions? Qualified yes (E-293) 49:42 Apr '85
May attorney or layman organize a court service to provide courier and filing services for practicing lawyers? Qualified yes (U-41) 50:71 Fall '86
May attorney paid by insurance company which has negotiated a settlement with parents of a minor prepare petition for appointment of guardian? Qualified yes (E-306) 49:43 Sum '85
May attorney participate in, and promote, a pre-paid legal services plan? Qualified yes (E-312) 50:70 Fall '86
May attorney recommend title insurance and act as title examiner and agent for the title insurance company in a real estate or loan transaction? Qualified yes (E-295) 49:43 Apr '85
May attorney selected by insurer to defend its insured comply with insurer's demand that claims personnel sit in on the attorney-client interview? Qualified no (E-340) 54:39 Wint '90 (no.4)
May attorney solicit funds for a defendant in a criminal case to pay for costs and the lawyer's services? Qualified yes (E-283) 48:48 Apr '84
May attorney who has withdrawn from law firm inform clients he is establishing new practice? Qualified yes (E-317) 51:43 Spr '87
May attorney who is shareholder in a corporation be the attorney for that corporation? Qualified yes (E-284) 48:49 Apr '84
May client permit former judge's firm to participate in matter in which former judge ruled while on bench? Qualified yes (E-301) 49:46 Apr '85
May defense attorney make offer of settlement conditioned on the plaintiffs' waiver of attorney fees? Qualified yes (E-330) 52:39 Sum '88

May Kentucky lawyer participate in "cooperative" advertising? Qualified yes. Kentucky lawyer may not participate in for-profit referral service (E-344) 55:42 Sum '91

May law school faculty member represent a party in a lawsuit when an opposing party is the state? Qualified yes (E-272) 47:52 Oct '83

May lawyer accept a fee in excess of a statutory or court-ordered fee? Qualified no (E-282) 48:47 Apr '84

May lawyer charge fee for duplication of a client's file after the lawyer has been discharged? Qualified yes (E-280) 48:46 Apr '84

May lawyer contribute to judge or justice's campaign for the Court of Justice? Qualified yes (E-277) 48:48 Jan '84

May lawyer initiate proceedings for conservatorship or similar protection of the client? (E-314) 51:22 Wint '87

May lawyer or law firm hold an open house? Qualified yes (E-268) 47:23 Apr '83

May lawyer send a non-lawyer to do anything in a courtroom representing a client without a supervising lawyer present? No (E-266) 47:43 Jan '83; 47:30 Jul '83

May lawyer sponsor a softball team and place 'phone number on uniform? Qualified no (E-267) 47:23 Apr '83

May lawyer receive compensation from one other than client for services rendered to client? Qualified yes; from lay person or organization other than client for merely referring client to that person or organization? Qualified no (E-264) 47:42 Jan '83

May lawyer threaten to file complaint with the Bar Association against a lawyer in pending court case where first lawyer believes second has conflict of interest? No (E-265) 47:42 Jan '83

May licensed real estate brokers or salespersons complete standard form agreements for real estate transactions? Qualified yes (U-42) 51:42 Spr '87

May part-time attorney for the Commonwealth engage in private practice of law in civil case? Qualified yes (E-275) 47:54 Oct '83

A member of a law partnership may be a professional service corporation (E-274) 47:54 Oct '83

Not ethical for lawyer to represent to the court and the opponent in pretrial statement, that certain
persons will provide expert testimony on their client's behalf when the named experts have not been contacted (E-348) 55:45 Fall '91

Paralegal who leaves a firm and is hired by another which is the opposing counsel in several cases. Does hiring firm have conflict of interest? Qualified yes (E-308) 49:48 Fall '85

Partner in law firm elected to Congress may leave his/her name on firm's letterhead if continuing practice there (E-298) 49:44 Apr '85

Partner of assistant county attorney may not represent a defendant in a criminal proceeding in a court other than that in which the attorney practices (E-291) 49:54 Jan '85; 49:40 Sum '85; 49:47 Fall '85

Partners of lawyer who is member of a zoning board may not represent clients before that board even though lawyer disqualifies himself (E-347) 55:45 Fall '91

Partnership agreement clause tying a partner's right to certain payments upon withdrawal from the firm to a covenant not to compete within a geographical area violates DR2-108(A) (E-326) 51:59 Fall '87

Professional engineers, contractors and other non-lawyers may not represent clients in proceedings before zoning boards or give legal advice to such parties (U-44) 54:29 Wint '90 (no.1)

Proper response for attorney who is subpoenaed by prosecutor to testify regarding client before a grand jury (E-315) 51:43 Spr '87

Requests for opinions required to be in writing 54:47 Sum '90

Spousal conflicts (E-323) 51:58 Fall '87

Subpoena of documents (E-304) 49:40 Sum '85

Suspended lawyer may serve as paralegal once period of suspension has expired (E-336) 54:29 Wint '90 (no.1)

Three separate firms may not assume a common firm name (E-299) 49:45 Apr '85

Title insurance owned by attorneys (E-337) 55:54 Wint '91

Under what circumstances may legal services organization run a non-profit lawyer referral service? (E-296) 49:44 Apr '85

Under what conditions may Kentucky lawyer participate in a for-profit, pre-paid legal service plan? (E-346) 55:42 Sum '92

LEGAL HISTORY See also KENTUCKY CONSTITUTION;

KENTUCKY HISTORY

The commissioners of the Kentucky Court of Appeals, 1906-1976, by Palmore 55:12 Wint '91

George Mason and his declaration of rights: a presence in Kentucky (portrait), by Miller 55:11 Fall '91
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Swinford lecture: remarks by Justice Sandra D. O’Connor 49:20 Sum ’85

LEGAL LITERATURE
Decision-making literature, by Gilmer (secondary authorities cited in decisions by Kentucky Supreme Court and Court of Appeals) 47:45 Jul ’83

LEGAL PROFESSION
To keep pace, we must act rather than react, by Stephens (speech) 48:11 Apr ’84

LEGAL SERVICES FOR THE AGED  See AGED

LEIBSON, CHARLES M.
Biography 55:10 Wint ’91
Elected to Supreme Court of Kentucky (portrait) 47:52 Jan ’83
Portrait 55:10 Wint ’91

LENIHAN, JOSEPH L.
Erie Railroad v. Tompkins—after fifty years 53:22 Spr ’89
Portrait 53:22 Spr ’89

LESTER, CHARLES B.
A tribute to Judge Judy M. West 55:24 Spr ’91

LIBEL
Beyond McCall: toward a neutral reportage privilege in Kentucky 55:32 Wint ’91

LIQUOR LAWS
Is Kentucky’s dramshop act a solution? by Connolly 53:13 Wint ’89

LIVELY, PIERCE
Outstanding judge 1987 51:53 Fall ’87
Portrait 51:32 Fall ’87
A view from below (reprint) 51:32 Fall ’87

LIVING WILLS
Life and death in Kentucky: What’s really at issue? by Rosenblum, Grant, and Cleaver 55:8 Sum ’81
The right to refuse unwanted health care in Kentucky, by Ceridan 55:14 Sum ’91

LONG ARM STATUTES
The long arm goes international: personal jurisdiction over foreign corporations, by Cox 52:14 Spr ’88
LONG, GEORGE E. II
KBA president, photo 52:Cover Sum '88

LOUISVILLE COURIER-JOURNAL
Receives silver gavel award at ABA convention for bicentennial series 52:36 Fall '88

LOVELY, SYLVIA L.
The Fayette County Bar Association pro bono project—a success story 49:34 Fall '85
Portrait 49:34 Fall '85

LUBER, THOMAS J.
Limitations on the use of passive activity losses and credits 51:25 Sum '87
Portrait 51:25 Sum '87

LUCK, GREGORY M.
Federal rule 11: basic guidelines for avoiding sanctions 52:14 Sum '88
Portrait 52:14 Sum '88

MACLIN, W. TRACEY
Appointed to University of Kentucky law school faculty 50:47 Wint '85-86
Portrait 50:47 Wint '85-86

MADISON, JAMES
The Madisonian persuasion, by Yoder 51:26 Fall '87

MAGNUSON-MOSS WARRANTY ACT
An overview of the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act, by Damron 55:18 Sum '91

MAIN, MARY ANN
Portrait 50:19 Sum '86
Workers' compensation as the exclusive remedy for work-related psychological injury 50:18 Sum '86

MAJORS, SCOTT D.
Appointed assistant bar counsel, KBA (photo) 52:34 Fall '88
Portrait 54:24 Spr '90
What you should know about the Clients' Security Fund 54:24 Spr '90

MALPRACTICE INSURANCE
Lawyers Mutual Insurance Company of Kentucky report, by Campbell 50:21 Fall '86
Lawyers Mutual Insurance Company—three years in operation, by Russell 54:5 Wint '90 (no.4)
Malpractice coverage (The View from Frankfort), by Davis 49:20 Fall '85
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MARITAL PROPERTY
Apportioning marital and non-marital interests in a single asset, by Potter and Ewing 47:14 Apr '83
Apportioning military pensions under the Uniformed Services Former Spouses Protection Act and Kentucky law, by Gilbert and Wise 55:26 Wint '91
Estate planning and antenuptial agreements, by Bagby 54:12 Wint '90 (no.1)

MARTIN, JANICE R.
Named bar counsel of Kentucky Bar Association (photo) 51:27 Sum '87

MASON, GEORGE
George Mason and his declaration of rights: a presence in Kentucky, by Miller 55:11 Fall '91
Portrait 55:10 Fall '91

MCCLURE, GEORGE M. III
Home equity conversions counseling the elderly client 55:13 Spr '91

McREYNOLDS, JAMES
Portrait 49:21 Sum '85

McSWAIN, DOUGLAS L.
Developments in criminal procedure: RCr 7.26, an open file discovery rule? 47:14 Jan '83
Portrait 47:15 Jan '83

MEAD, ANDY
The world according to Wilson (reprint) 48:21 Jul '84

MEDICAL ETHICS
Interprofessional code 49:16 Jan '85

MEDICAL RECORDS
Complaints about fees and costs for medical records and depositions 52:19 Sum '88

MEIGS, HENRY
Receives KBA outstanding service award 47:41 Jul '83

MELLEN, FRANCIS J., JR.
Portrait 50:17 Wint '85-86
Proposed amendments to the Kentucky uniform commercial code 50:17 Wint '85-86

MEYERS, KAREN J.
Haitian refugees' status in Kentucky 47:33 Oct '83
MILLER, JOHN D.
George Mason and his declaration of rights: a presence in Kentucky 55:11 Fall '91
Portrait 55:11 Fall '91

MINERAL LAW
Center established at UK 47:30 Apr '83

MISCONDUCT IN OFFICE See JUDICIAL RETIREMENT AND REMOVAL COMMISSION; LEGAL ETHICS; MEDICAL ETHICS

MITCHELL, JAMES C.
Beyond McCall: toward a neutral reportage privilege in Kentucky 55:32 Wint '91
Portrait 55:32 Wint '92

MOCK TRIALS
Bar, court, and education host 1989 national high school mock trial championship 53:47 Sum '89
Tournament offers budding barristers trying experience, by Vest 49:56 Sum '85

MOLLOY, MARY K.
An insurer's refusal to settle within policy limits--third party bad faith in Kentucky 50:12 Sum '86

MOORE, CHARLES E.
Portrait 54:18 Sum '90
Punitive damages in wrongful death actions: is KRS 411.184 constitutional? 54:18 Sum '90

MOOT COURT
University of Kentucky moot court team places second in the nation 53:48 Spr '89

MOWYER, JAMES D.
Photo 54:35 Wint '90 (no.4)
Pro bono work recognized in Barrister 54:35 Wint '90 (no.4)

MOYNAHAN, BERNARD T., JR.
Portrait 47:9 Oct '83
Portrait of a judge, by Dix 47:8 Oct '83

NEGLIGENCE See also DAMAGES; MALPRACTICE INSURANCE;
TORTS
Kentucky apportionment law: the past, the present and the future, by Huelsmann 52:19 Wint '88
The "new" doctrine of comparative negligence in Kentucky, by Turley 49:8 Jan '85; Citation corrections 49:6 Apr '85
NELSON, RICHARD S.
Rumpole of Kentucky opines 47:17 Jan '83

NEWSPAPERS
Courier-Journal receives silver gavel award at ABA convention (bicentennial series) 52:36 Fall '88

NITSCHE, JAMES A.
Limitations on the use of passive activity losses and credits 51:24 Sum '87
Portrait 51:25 Sum '87

O'CONNOR, SANDRA D.
Photo 49:37 Jan '85
Swinford lecture 49:20 Sum '85

OMNIBUS RECONCILIATION ACT OF 1987 (OBRA)
Nursing home ins and outs, by Cooper 55:18 Spr '91
Response in letters to the editor 55:8 Fall '91

O'NEIL, ROBERT M.
Siebenthaler lecturer at Chase College of Law, 1988 51:61 Fall '87

OWENS, DAN L.
Portrait 52:16 Sum '88
Selecting the appropriate visa for foreign employees 52:16 Sum '88

PALMORE, JOHN S.
The commissioners of the Kentucky Court of Appeals 1906-1976 55:12 Wint '91
Portrait 55:12 Wint '91
Retirement from Supreme Court 47:24 Apr '83
A summary of significant decisions by the Supreme Court of Kentucky April 1982-April 1983 47:14 Jul '83

PARALEGALS
Conflict of interest (E-308) 49:48 Fall '85
KBA survey on paralegals 52:49 Wint '88
Practice tips, by Reeves 48:39 Apr '84
Proper method to bill time (advisory opinion E-303) 49:40 Sum '85
Suspended lawyer may serve as paralegal (E-336) 54:29 Wint '90 (no.1)
Use in courtroom (Supreme Court of Kentucky 83-SC-159-KB, KBA E-266) 47:30 Jul '83

PATENTS
Patents--valuable business assets, by Cox and Price 52:30 Fall '88
PEDEN, WILLIAM B.
Portrait 47:11 Apr '83
To be or not to be: that is the question for PSC's under TEFRA 47:10 Apr '83

PEERS, OLGA
Portrait 47:24 Apr '83

PENSIONS
Apportioning military pensions under the Uniformed Services Former Spouses Protection Act and Kentucky law, by Gilbert and Wise 55:26 Wint '91
When are pension benefits protected from the claims of creditors? by Gilman 55:19 Wint '91

PENSIONS, MILITARY See PENSIONS

PERSONAL SERVICE CORPORATIONS
To be or not to be: that is the question for PSC's under TEFRA, by Schell and Peden 47:10 Apr '83

PHOTOGRAPHS See names of persons or subjects

PLAIN, R. SCOTT
Photograph 48:Cover Jul '84

PLYMALE, RICHARD E.
Developments in criminal procedure: RCr 7.26, an open file discovery rule? 47:14 Jan '83
Portrait 47:15 Jan '83

POLLUTION See HAZARDOUS WASTES

PORTRAITS See names of persons

POTTER, JOHN W.
Apportioning marital and non-marital interests in a single asset 47:14 Apr '83
Portrait 47:15 Apr '83

POWER OF ATTORNEY
Powers of attorney, by Treece 54:26 Wint '90 (no.1)

PRACTICE OF LAW See also LAW OFFICE MANAGEMENT; TRIAL PRACTICE
The care, treatment, and feeding of judges, or, notes on how to improve your law practice by improving your personal standing with the court, by Rather 51:17 Wint '87
Preparation and presentation of the workers' compensation defense case, by Jones 50:24 Spr '86
Should the Federal Trade Commission set the
standards for the practice of law? by Lawrence 48:9 Jan '84

PREGNANT WOMEN - EMPLOYMENT
Working women's woes under Wimberly and their gladness under Guerra: pregnancy and employment issues, by Esterle 52:13 Spr '88

PRESTON, JOHN DAVID
Portrait 52:11 Spr '88
Video evidence in child sexual abuse cases 52:11 Spr '88

PRICE, HERBERT P.
Patents--valuable business assets 52:30 Fall '88
Portrait 52:30 Fall '88

PRIVACY, RIGHT OF
Protecting reproductive freedom: a fundamental right of privacy and equality, by Greene and Anderson 54:30 Sum '90

PRO BONO See LEGAL ASSISTANCE TO THE POOR

PROBATE LAW & PRACTICE
Kentucky probate--a simple overview, by Ratliff 54:16 Wint '90 (no.1)

PROCESS
The new method of serving civil process in the federal courts, by Bertelsman 47:24 Jul '83
Secretary of state designated lawful attorney for service (House Bill 468, 1982) 47:20 Jan '83

PRUITT, CONNIE
New continuing legal education director, Chase College of Law 50:77 Fall '86
Portrait 50:77 Fall '86

PUBLICITY, TRIAL See FREE PRESS AND FAIR TRIAL

RATHER, JULIUS
The care, treatment, and feeding of judges, or, notes on how to improve your law practice by improving your personal standing with the courts 51:17 Wint '87

RATLIFF, JAMES B.
Kentucky probate--a simple overview 54:16 Wint '90 (no.1)
Portrait 54:17 Wint '90 (no.1)

RAZOR, ELLEN
New director of communications for KBA 55:41 Sum '91
RCRA (RESOURCE CONSERVATION & RECOVERY ACT)  See also HAZARDOUS WASTES
Hazardous wastes and commercial liability insurance: are you covered?  by Kennedy 54:12 Spr '90
Lender liability for "toxic blackacre," by Gerhardt 54:16 Spr '90
Superfund in Kentucky, by Van Stockum 48:16 Jul '84
Superfund in Kentucky II, by Van Stockum 54:20 Spr '90

REA, BARBARA STIVERS
Named assistant bar counsel, KBA 52:18 Spr '88
Portrait 52:18 Spr '88

READ, WILLIAM E.
Retirement from U. of L. law faculty (portrait) 51:46 Spr '87

REAL ESTATE  See REAL PROPERTY

REAL PROPERTY
Kentucky's "no-action" statute: recalled to life? by Stipanowich 51:11 Sum '87
Title examination in Kentucky, by Baker 48:12 Apr '84
Towards a simplified real estate titles code for Kentucky, by Kelley 52:26 Spr '88

REED, SCOTT
Assumes senior judge status 53:22 Wint '89

REED, STANLEY
Portrait 49:21 Sum '85

REEVES, BRIAN
Portrait 43:29 Apr '83
Practice tips 47:29 Apr '83; 47:43 Oct '83; 48:52 Jul '84
The standardization of the law office 50:24 Fall '86

REFUGEES
Haitian refugees' status in Kentucky, by Meyers 47:33 Oct '83

REENQUIST, WILLIAM H.
Delivers Swinford lecture at UK 47:39 Jan '83

RELIGION
A bicentennial note on judicial amendment of the Constitution, by Rice 51:39 Fall '87
REYNOLDS, CHARLES H.
Biography 55:10 Wint '91
Portrait 55:10 Wint '91

RICE, CHARLES E.
A bicentennial note on judicial amendment of the Constitution 51:39 Fall '87
Portrait 51:39 Fall '87

RIGSBY, WILLIAM F.
The new generation generation-skipping transfer tax 51:16 Sum '87
Portrait 51:16 Sum '87

ROBERTS, RICHARD C.
Kentucky considers lawyers' trust account interest for public good 48:9 Apr '84

ROBINSON, WILLIAM T. III
Fiftieth president of Kentucky Bar Association 49:7 Sum '85
A lawyer of wit and wisdom (L. Stanley Chauvin, Jr.) 53:39 Fall '89
Outstanding lawyer award, 1989 (photo) 53:Cover, 10 Sum '89
Photograph 49:Cover Sum '85
Recipient of Chase award 52:38 Wint '88

RODES, NELSON D., JR.
Receives 1988 Kentucky Bar Center award (photo) 52:39 Fall '88

ROSENBERG, JOHN M.
Portrait 55:11 Spr '91
Publicly funded legal services for the elderly 55:11 Spr '91

ROSENBLUM, VICTOR G.
Life and death in Kentucky: what's really at issue? 55:8 Sum '91
Portrait 55:8 Sum '91

ROSS, GEORGE T.
Resolution of respect 49:6 Apr '85

RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE See COURT RULES, KENTUCKY;
COURT RULES, UNITED STATES

RULES OF COURT See COURT RULES

RULES OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE See COURT RULES

RULES OF THE SUPREME COURT See COURT RULES, KENTUCKY
RUSSELL, THOMAS B.
CLE commission and staff contribute to Kentucky lawyers 55:5 Wint '91
KBA president-elect 54:5 Sum '90
Photograph (and family) 55:Cover Sum '91
Portrait 54:5 Sum '90; 55:5 Wint '91
Lawyers Mutual Insurance Company--three years in operation 54:5 Wint '90 (no.4)

RYAN, GEORGE B.
A baker's dozen: an overview 47:18 Jan '83;
47:26 Oct '83
Portrait 47:18 Jan '83

RYAN, JENNIFER
Winner of Lawyers' Auxiliary 1983 achievement award (portrait) 47:29 Jul '83

SARA (SUPERFUND AMENDMENTS AND REAUTHORIZATION ACT OF 1986)
Lender liability for "toxic blackacre," by Gerhardt 54:16 Spr '90
Superfund in Kentucky II, by Van Stockum 54:20 Spr '90

SCHWAB, EDITH
Memorial fund established 53:36 Sum '89
Photo 53:36 Sum '89

"SALE OF BUSINESS DOCTRINE"
Supreme Court rejects sale of business doctrine, by Sparks and Tannen 49:24 Fall '85

SANDERS, STEPHEN C.
One hit for garnishment! The new garnishment laws 53:20 Wint '89
Portrait 53:21 Wint '89

SAVAGE, JOE C.
The Judicial Retirement and Removal Commission: myth and reality 53:26 Spr '89
Photo (with family) 51:Cover Sum '87
President of KBA 51:6 Sum '87
Portrait 53:26 Spr '89
Report on specialization 47:40 Jan '83

SCALIA, ANTONIN
Supreme Court justice speaks to Kentucky Bar Foundation's Fellows (photo) 52:53 Fall '88

SCHABELL, GREGORY N.
Case development for the plaintiff in workers' compensation cases 50:20 Spr '86
Portrait 50:20 Spr '86
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SCHELL, IVAN J.
Portrait 47:10 Apr '83
To be or not to be: that is the question for PSC's under TEFRA 47:10 Apr '83

SCHILLING, GLENN L.
Workers' compensation...now and anon! 52:76 Fall '88

SCHWEMM, ROBERT G.
Kentucky is a leader in fair housing enforcement 52:26 Fall '88
Portrait 52:27 Fall '88

SCOTT, JOHN C.
Receives award from National Conference of Appellate Court Clerks 52:35 Fall '88

SEARCHES & SEIZURES
Surgery by decree: searches on the cutting edge, by Givan 51:18 Spr '87

SENTENCES
Mandatory sentencing is here now! by Bertelsman 51:19 Sum '87
More on mandatory federal sentencing guidelines, by Bertelsman 52:27 Wint '88

SEPARATION OF POWERS
The Constitution: how does the separation of powers help make it work? (winning essay), by DiLillo 51:49 Fall '89

SEX DISCRIMINATION See GENDER BIAS

SHERWIN, EMILY L.
Appointed to University of Kentucky law school faculty 50:47 Wint '85-86
Portrait 50:47 '85-86

SHONTZ, JONATHAN D.
Is LRE the cure for the public's perception of the Bar? 55:38 Wint '91
Named KBA IOLTA director 54:39 Sum '90
Portrait 55:38 Wint '91

SHORT, DAVID C.
Appointed director of new mineral law center at UK (photo) 47:30 Apr '83

SILER, EUGENE E., JR.
A calculated risk: removal of the indeterminate complaint 54:19 Wint '90 (no.4)
SLAVERY

The Fourteenth Amendment: intent and interpretation, by Tachau 51:37 Fall '87

SMITH, BARBARA HADLEY

Appointed as IOLTA public information coordinator (photo) 52:34 Fall '88
David Yewell assumes presidency (KBA) 54:8 Sum '90
Focus on literacy (KBF) 53:32 Fall '89
IOLTA fund grants $200,000. to public service projects 53:27 Fall '89
The Kentucky Bar Foundation: promoting justice and understanding of the law 53:49 Spr '89
Robert F. Stephens begins third term as Chief Justice 55:8 Wint '91

SNYDER, SHERYL G.

The Cable Communications Policy Act of 1984: major changes for local governments and cable providers 49:11 Jan '85
Celebrating the rule of law 51:24 Fall '87
Elected as chairman of the board of the Kentucky Center for Public Issues, 1991-'92 55:41 Fall '91
Farewell and thank you 54:3 Spr '90
First the judicial article, now the executive article 53:45 Fall '89
Focus on Kentucky's constitution 53:8 Wint '89
Lawyer advertising (president-elect's page) 53:20 Spr '89
Portrait 51:24 Fall '87

SPAIN, THOMAS B.

Biography 55:10 Wint '91
Outstanding judge, 1985 49:18 Sum '85
Portrait 55:10 Wint '91

SPARKS, CRAIG L.

Portrait 49:25 Fall '85
Supreme Court rejects sale of business doctrine 49:24 Fall '85

SPECIALIZATION See LAWYERS - SPECIALIZATION

STATE LAW LIBRARY

Sallie M. Howard appointed State Law Librarian 52:22 Spr '88

STATUTES, KENTUCKY See KENTUCKY REVISED STATUTES

STATUTES, UNITED STATES See UNITED STATES STATUTES

STEIN, TROY A.

U. S. Constitution essay 51:48 Fall '87
STEPHENS, HENRY L.
Appointed interim dean of Chase Law School 49:54 Sum '85
Named dean of Chase 50:44 Spr '86
Portrait 49:54 Sum '85

STEPHENS, ROBERT F.
Begins third term as Chief Justice, by Smith 55:8 Wint '91
Biography 51:11 Wint '87; 55:11 Wint '91
Elected first vice president of the Conference of Chief Justices 54:35 Wint '90 (no.4)
Judicial elections: Kentucky’s other lottery? 53:12 Sum '89
KBA outstanding judge 50:34 Fall '86
Law Day speech at Bullitt Central high school 47:48 Oct '83
Photograph 51:Cover Wint '87; 55:8 Wint '91
Portrait 50:34 Fall '86; 55:11 Wint '91
Receives American Judicature Society award 48:46 Jul '84
A report to the Bench and Bar 51:11 Wint '87
To keep pace, we must act rather than react (speech) 48:11 Apr '84

STERBERG, MARVIN J.
Retirement from Supreme Court 47:24 Apr '83

STIPANOWICH, THOMAS J.
Award for 1987 outstanding article on dispute resolution 52:51 Spr '88
Kentucky’s "no-action" statute: recalled to life? 51:11 Sum '87
Portrait 52:15 Wint '88
Recent developments in commercial arbitration 52:15 Wint '88

STOPHER, JOSEPH E.
Outstanding lawyer 1987 51:53 Fall '87

STRATTON, HENRY D.
Outstanding lawyer 49:18 Sum '85
Portrait 55:16 Wint '91
A tribute to Henry D. Stratton, by Westberry 55:16 Wint '91

SUMMARY JUDGMENTS
More on the "new era" summary judgments, by Bertelsman 54:47 Wint '90 (no.1)
Significant developments in the law of summary judgments, by Bertelsman 51:19 Wint '87
SUMMARY PROCEEDINGS
More on summary jury trials, by Bertelsman 52:28 Sum '88

SUMME, PATRICIA M.
Second woman to serve as president of Chase alumni (portrait) 48:30 Apr '84

SUPREME COURT DISCIPLINARY DECISIONS  See DISCIPLINE; JUDICIAL RETIREMENT & REMOVAL COMMISSION

SUPREME COURT, KENTUCKY  See KENTUCKY SUPREME COURT

SUPREME COURT, UNITED STATES  See COURT RULES, UNITED STATES; JUDGES, UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT

SUPREME COURT RULES  See COURT RULES

SURVEYS
Comparison of Kentucky and North Carolina attorneys on quality of life, by Campbell 55:5 Fall '91
KBA economic and opinion survey highlights (1983) 48:12 Jul '84
President's survey (CLE) generates commission's involvement 55:31 Sum '91

SUTTON, MICHAEL O.
Federal rule 11: basic guidelines for avoiding sanctions 52:14 Sum '88
Portrait 52:14 Sum '88

SWINFORD LECTURE
Remarks of Sandra D. O'Connor 49:20 Sum '85
Rehnquist delivers Swinford lecture at UK 47:39 Jan '83

TACHAU, MARY K. BONSTEEL
The Fourteenth Amendment: intent and interpretation 51:37 Fall '87

TALIAFERRO, PHILIP
Portrait 50:29 Sum '86
Punitive damages in Kentucky: a discussion of recent cases 50:28 Sum '86

TANNON, ELIZABETH M.
Implementing a successful minitrial 52:12 Wint '88
Portrait 52:12 Wint '88

TANNON, JAY MIDDLETON
Portrait 49:25 Fall '85
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Supreme Court rejects sale of business doctrine
49:24 Fall '85

TAXATION See also INTERNAL REVENUE CODE
Limitations on the use of passive activity losses and credits, by Luber and Nitsche 51:24 Sum '87
The new generation generation-skipping transfer tax, by Rigsby 51:16 Sum '87

TEFRA (TAX EQUITY & FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY ACT OF 1982)
To be or not to be: that is the question for PSC's under TEFRA, by Schell and Peden 47:10 Apr '83

TITLE EXAMINATIONS
Title examination in Kentucky, by Joseph and Michael Baker 48:12 Apr '84

TOBERGTE, DANIEL E.
The impact of Kentucky's present Constitution upon business growth and development 51:21 Sum '87
Portrait 51:21 Sum '87

TONER, GERALD R.
In the wake of Federal Kemp, first party claims for bad faith/punitive damages 50:23 Sum '86
Portrait 50:23 Sum '86

TORTS See also DAMAGES; MALPRACTICE INSURANCE; NEGLIGENCE
The "comp" factor in tort cases, by Cooper 51:14 Wint '87
Tort reform: the effects of compulsory apportionment, by Glover 53:16 Wint '89

TOWNSEND, MIKE
Chemical dependency in Kentucky 48:19 Jan '84

TOXIC WASTES See HAZARDOUS WASTES

TREECE, RANDY L.
Portrait 54:27 Wint '90 (no.1)
Powers of attorney 54:26 Wint '90 (no.1)

TRIAL PRACTICE See also COURT RULES; EVIDENCE; PRACTICE OF LAW
Examination of witnesses: a methodology for direct examination of expert witnesses, by Apple 54:10 Sum '90
Punitive damages in wrongful death actions: is KRS 411.184 constitutional? by Moore 54:18 Sum '90
Spoliation of evidence, by Hawse 54:13 Sum '90

TRIAL PUBLICITY See FREE PRESS AND FAIR TRIAL
TROTH, THOMAS M.
Appointed assistant director of KBA (portrait) 47:40 Jul '83

TRUSTS
The innate prudence of writing options against a trust portfolio, by Cullinan 51:16 Spr '87

TURLEY, ROBERT J.
The "new" doctrine of comparative negligence in Kentucky 49:8 Jan '85; citation corrections 49:6 Apr '85
Portrait 49:9 Jan '85

UNDERWOOD, RICHARD H. See also LEGAL ETHICS - ADVISORY OPINIONS
New ethics hotline: proposed rule 55:38 Spr '91
Portrait 53:36 Fall '89
Professionalism 53:35 Fall '89

UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE
Proposed amendments to the Kentucky uniform commercial code, by Mellen 50:17 Wint '85-86

UNIFORM MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE ACT
Apportioning marital and non-marital interests in a single asset, by Potter and Ewing 47:14 Apr '83
Estate planning and antenuptial agreements, by Bagby 54:12 Wint '90 (no.1)

UNIFORMED SERVICES FORMER SPOUSES PROTECTION ACT (USFSPA)
Apportioning military pensions under the Uniformed Services Former Spouses Protection Act and Kentucky law, by Gilbert and Wise 55:26 Wint '91

UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION See also CIVIL RIGHTS; KENTUCKY CONSTITUTION
Celebrating the rule of law, by Snyder 51:24 Fall '87
The challenge to our Constitution, by Bertelsman 51:44 Fall '87
The Constitution: how does the separation of powers help make it work? (winning essay), by Dilillo 51:49 Fall '89
The Fourteenth Amendment: intent and interpretation, by Tachau 51:37 Fall '87
The Madisonian persuasion, by Yoder 51:26 Fall '87
U. S. Constitution essay project, by Stein 51:48 Fall '87
A view from below, by Lively (reprint) 51:32 Fall '87
The view from Frankfort, by Davis 51:17 Fall '87
UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION - BICENTENNIAL
Bicentennial celebration of the signing of the United States Constitution planned 51:18 Wint '87
A bicentennial note on the judicial amendment of the Constitution, by Rice 51:42 Fall '87
Courier-Journal receives silver gavel award at ABA convention (bicentennial series) 52:36 Fall '88
President's column, by Snyder 54:3 Wint '90 (no.1)

UNITED STATES CONSTITUTIONAL LAW See also CIVIL RIGHTS
Children born out of wedlock: their time has come! by Davis 49:10 Apr '85
Recent developments in §1983 litigation, by Bertelsman 53:19 Wint '89; 53:33 Spr '89; 53:7 Sum '89
Trends in Constitutional law, by Bertelsman 49:45 Fall '85; 50:41 Wint '85-86; 50:39 Fall '86

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
Photograph (sixth circuit) 50:Cover Fall '86

UNITED STATES COURTS See COURT RULES, UNITED STATES; FEDERAL COURTS; JUDGES, UNITED STATES DISTRICT; JUDGES, UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT See FEDERAL COURTS; JUDGES, UNITED STATES DISTRICT

UNITED STATES MAGISTRATES
U. S. magistrates: a valuable resource, by Bertelsman 50:41 Spr '86

UNITED STATES STATUTES
OBRA (Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1987) 55:18 Spr '91
Rivers and Harbors Act (The Refuse Act), 30 Stat. 1151 (1899) 49:30 Fall '85
Rules of Decisions Act, 28 U.S.C. §1652 (1789) 54:10 Wint '90 (no.4)
28 U.S.C. §1441 54:19 Wint '90 (no.4)
55:29 Fall '91
When are pension benefits protected from the claims of creditors? by Gilman 55:19 Wint '91

UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT See JUDGES, UNITES STATES SUPREME COURT

UNTHANK, G. WIX
Assumes senior judge status 53:22 Wint '89

VAN STOCKUM, RONALD R., JR.
Industrial wastewater permits 49:30 Fall '85
Portrait 54:20 Spr '90
Superfund in Kentucky 48:16 Jul '84
Superfund in Kentucky II 54:20 Spr '90

VANCE, ROY N.
Elected to Supreme Court of Kentucky (portrait) 47:52 Jan '83

VEST, PAM
Tournament offers budding barristers trying experience 49:56 Sum '85

VIDEO TAPES IN COURTROOM PROCEEDINGS
Court of Justice video program awarded $100,000. grant 53:24 Wint '89
Supreme Court of Kentucky: In re: order establishing procedures for appeals in which the videotape recordation of circuit court proceedings serves as the record on appeal 49:21 Fall '85
Video evidence in child abuse cases, by Preston 52:11 Spr '88

VOLZ, MARLIN M.
Retiring from U of L law faculty (portrait) 51:46 Spr '87

WARREN, SUSAN
IOLTA grant funds discussion of campaign finance 54:23 Wint '90 (no.4)

WATER POLLUTION See also HAZARDOUS WASTES
Industrial wastewater permits, by Van Stockum 49:30 Fall '85

WEBER, PAUL
Portrait 51:10 Spr '87
Rating lawyer competence 51:10 Spr '87

WEEDMAN, PATRICIA R.
Assistant director for CLE (portrait) 55:44 Wint '91
WELSH, AL
Appointed to ABA Commission on Impaired Attorneys, by Hoge 52:37 Fall '88

WEST, JUDY
Appointed to Kentucky Commission on Women 53:49 Wint '89
Interim judge, Kentucky Court of Appeals (photo) 51:31 Sum '87
Portrait 55:24 Spr '91
A tribute to Judge Judy M. West, by Lester 55:24 Spr '91

WESTBERRY, B. M. See also JUDICIAL ETHICS - OPINIONS
Portait 47:31 Jan '83
A tribute to Henry D. Stratton 55:16 Wint '91

WESTERFIELD, REBECCA
Kentucky Bar Center award, 1989 (photo) 53:Cover, 10 Sum '89

WHITESIDE, FREDERICK W.
Kentucky Bar Center award 50:35 Fall '86
Legal services for the elderly: the private bar responds to the need 55:8 Spr '91
Portrait 50:34 Fall '86; 55:8 Spr '91

WHITMER, LESLIE G.
KBA resolution of appreciation 47:8 Jul '83
Letter 47:13 Apr '83
Photo (and family) 47:Cover Apr '83
Resigns as KBA director 47:7 Apr '83

WILLS
Henry Clay's will (photo) 54:Cover Wint '90
(no.1)

WILLS, LIVING See LIVING WILLS

WILSON, GROVER CLEVELAND
The world according to Wilson, by Mead (reprint) 48:21 Jul '84

WINSLOW, DONALD ARTHUR
Named assistant professor of law, UK College of Law (portrait) 50:72 Fall '86

WINTERSHEIMER, DONALD C.
Biography 55:10 Wint '91
Elected to Supreme Court of Kentucky (portrait) 47:52 Jan '83
Portrait 55:10 Wint '91
WISE, JAMES R.
Apportioning military pensions under the Uniformed
Services Former Spouses Protection Act and Kentucky
law 55:26 Wint '91
Portrait 55:26 Wint '91

WITNESSES See also EVIDENCE
Examination of witnesses: a methodology for direct
examination of expert witnesses, by Apple
54:10 Sum '90

WOMEN - EMPLOYMENT See also GENDER BIAS
Working women's woes under Wimberly and their
gladness under Guerra: pregnancy and employ­
ment issues, by Esterle 52:13 Spr '88

WORKERS' COMPENSATION
Case development for the plaintiff in workers' compensation cases, by Schabell 50:20 Spr '86
The "comp" factor in tort cases, by Cooper
51:14 Wint '87
Kentucky workers' compensation--disability or social security, by Jones 52:29 Fall '88
"Reopening" under the Kentucky Workers' Com­
pensation Act, by Cetrulo 50:28 Wint '85-86
Should Kentucky student athletes be covered by the workers' compensation statutes? by Joiner
50:16 Spr '86
Workers' compensation--an agenda for the future, by Harned 50:34 Spr '86
Workers' compensation as the exclusive remedy for work-related psychological injury, by Main
50:18 Sum '86
Workers' compensation...now and anon! by Schilling 52:76 Fall '88
Workers' compensation: rehabilitation and the judicial dichotomy, by Ferreri 50:24 Wint '85-86

WREN, HAROLD G.
The Senior Lawyers Section (KBA) 55:48 Wint '91

WRONGFUL DEATH
Punitive damages in wrongful death actions: is KRS
411.184 constitutional? by Moore 54:18 Sum '90

WYATT, WILSON W.
Biography 55:25 Fall '91
Portrait 55:25 Fall '91
Reform by amendment 55:24 Fall '91

YEAST, PAULA
Paralegal of KBA's Office of Bar Counsel (photo)
51:51 Fall '87
YEWELL, DAVID L.
Assumes presidency of KBA, by Smith 54:8 Sum '90
Findings of fact 55:3 Wint '91
The first 100 days 54:3 Wint '90 (no.4)
In parting (president's column) 55:3 Spr '91
Photograph 54:Cover Sum '90
Portrait 54:3 Sum '90; 55:3 Wint '91
Specialization = truth in advertising (president-elect's column) 54:5 Wint '90 (no.1)
To the 9,996 lawyers of Kentucky 54:3 Sum '90
True public service (pro bono) 53:5 Fall '89

YODER, EDWIN M., JR.
The Madisonian persuasion 51:26 Fall '87

YOUNG LAWYERS
"Bad News Barristers" (photo) 47:45 Jan '83

YZENBAARD, CARYL
Winner of Lukowsky award for excellence 47:40
Oct '83